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A NEW GLASS ENTRANCE SYSTEM
UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU'VE SEEN
For the first ttme, a/lglass aesthetics and fullJrame thermal performance in
one entrance system, Entice@ meets stingent energy codes and looks great
doing it, satisfying the most discerning designers, owners, and code officials,

o Ultra-Narrow 1 -1l8" Vertical Stiles
o Thermally Broken with U-Factors as Low as 0.33
o NFRC Rated and satisfies ASHRAE 90.1-2016 Air lnfiltration criteria

"Best Product for Retail" "The cleanliness in lines is equaled by the sophistication
of the hardware and pertormance.,,

- Product lnnovation Awards Judge

U.S. Patent 9,074,413

- Architectural Record
Product of the Year Awards - Architectural Products
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SUPPORTS HANDLE HARDWARE,
INCLUDING PANIC DEVICES,
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AviProtek@ E from Walker Glass combines the acid-etch visual markers on the number 1 surface
with Solarban@ high performance low-e coatings on position 2.

Pattern: The acid-etched on the outside surface mutes the reflection creating contrast, which
provides effective visual markens fon birds for both direct and angled views.

VLT: Acid-etched markens have no significant impact on the level of visible light transmission.

SHGC: 0ptimal energy penformance can be reached with Solarban 60 and 70XL high perfonmance

low-e coatings from Vitro on sulface 2, providing SHGC between 0.30 & 0.27
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Acid-etched glass
on position 1:

Full Surfaces

Patterns

Low-e coating on position 2
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Understanding your risk.

Once a product proves successful in the marketplace, the
imitators soon follow. Some appear to be 'Just as good" but

can degrade over time. Some lack the inherent performance

of the product being imitated. ln either case, pay now or pay

a lot more later.

For more than 100 years, the wood preserving industry

has pressure impregnated wood with fire retardants

to enhance fire performance. Pressure-impregnated,

fire-retardant-treated wood (FRTW) does not support
combustion and inhibits significant glowing after the fire-

source flames are removed. The fire-retardant t
also limits flame spread across the surface of
the treated materials.

FRTW can be used in lieu of steel and concrete

with chemicals. This added criterion ensures the long-term
performance of the treated wood materials, allowing only
extremely durable and predictable treatment methods, such

as pressure impregnation, to be employed.

Some products are still being manufactured using surface

treatment processes. These products may still be used as

interior wall and ceiling finish where the code still permits

their use. However, coated products are not recognized as

FRTW and cannot be used in lieu of steel and concrete in

noncombustible types of construction.

Know before you specify!

Products that fail to correctly meet the code's

intended life-safety function can have tragic
consequences. Designers and specifiers should

understand the recent changes in the building

code related to FRTW and other critical

building products. Nonspecific or

job site to procurement and installation

latitude. Clear specifications that
include specific material standards

are essential to ensure that the

correct product is used.

When specifying FRTW for

a project, avoid unintentionallY

compromising the product's fire
performance. Be sure to include

the revised testing and performance

criteria provided al 2018 lnternational

Building Code, Section 2303.2, in the

body of the specifications. Always insist

in noncombustible types of construction.

properly installed, pressure-impregnated

FRTW never needs additional inspection

or service and is free of ongoing

maintenance costs. FRTW does

not require water or electricity to
provide the passive protection

to the wood. lt always provides

safety, even during utility

interruptions.

and break down over

time, and they "are not 
,.,.,

an approved method of,

protection as required in

this section." - 2303 .2.2,

2018 IBC

When

Code matters.

Architects and builders across the

United States have discovered the

value and performance of buildings

using FRTW. The lnternational Building

Code allows residential buildings using

FRTW to be constructed up to 5 stories and

85 feet in height. The added increase in height

over conventional wood construction is attributed to the

additional safety that FRTW provides.

The lnternational Building Code was recently clarified to

prohibit "the use of paints, coating, stains or other surface

treatments" as a means for impregnating wood products

that the product is listed and labeled by a

trusted and reliable third-party listing agency

Research and verify that contractor product

substitutions comply with code requirements and project

specifications.

Your professional reputation is your most valuable asset.

Protect your project from the imitators, and ensure the fire

safety intended by the building code.
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Learn About
F i re-Retardant-Treated Wood

From the lndustry Leader
Visit us at the 2018 AIA Conference on Architecture (Expo Booth #874)
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Waterproof Floor
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Waterproof Wall

Accessories

Developed by USG and lnfnity Drain, the USG Durock'" Brand

lnfinity Drain Shower System offers a completely waterproofed,
linear drain shower system that's easier and faster to install than

traditional shower construction.

Together, this integrated shower system pairs high performance

USG Durock Brand Shower System components with decorative
linear drains from lnfnity Drain.

To learn more visit www.usgid.com

Oculus is a benefit of both AIA New York and Center for Architecture
membership. For information on professional and public memberships,
please call 212.358.6118.

Oculus is published by BNP Media ll, LLC four times annually (spring,
summer, fall, and winter) for AIA New York, 536 LaGuardia Place,

New York, NY 1O1i8. Printed in the U.S.A. All rights reserved. The
contents of this publication may not be reproduced in whole or in part
without the consent of BNP Media and AIA New York. BNP Media is
not responsible for product claims and representations. Canada Post:
Pu bl i cations Ma i I Ag reement # 40612608. GST accou nt: 131263923.
Send returns (Canada) to IMEX Global Solutions, P.O. Box 25542'
London, ON, N6C 682. Change of address: Send old address label

along with new address, name, and phone number to info@aiany.org.
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made it
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The KINETIcwALL" system uses movable flappers arranged in easy to

instal[, preassembled units. K]NETlcwALL" responds dynamicalty to

changes in the wind, providing a dramatic visuaI representation of this

naturaI phenomenon. Contact EXTECH to [earn how we can custom design

a KINETICWALL" system for your project.

This is JUST ONE of the custom watl systems that EXTECH can build for
you, including our engineered wa[[, skytight and canopy systems that use

cellutar polycarbonate glazing, and our glass brick wa[[ systems.

See a short video of KINETICWALL" in action at
WWW. techinc.com/ki eticwall

TRANSLUCENT WALLS I TOp-HtNGED WtNDOWS
cusToM FACADES I SKyLtcHTS I eANOptES

877.793.1 I40 mvEffis. p

WWW. EXTECH INC.COM

EXTERIOR TECH NOLOGI ES, I NC.
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The Dri-Design MetalWall panels on the Nordstrom Toronto Eaton Centre

feature the lnspire Finish in a Shadow Series panel with varying levels of

gloss. This variation gives the individualcassettes distinguishing pattern

when viewed both near and far. Utilizing a custom Dri-Design detail, Custom

LED light bars were also incorporated into the faqade. The detailallows the

light bars to be hidden within the horizontaljoints.

dfl:est

Come see us in New York City

at the AIA Architecture Expo,

June 21 - 22,2018 booth # 1757

WALL PANEL SYSTEI\4

gn"
616.355.2970 | dri-design.com



AIANY PAST,
PRESENT, FUTURE
ln 1988, A. Eugene "Gene" Kohn, co-
founder of Kohn Pedersen Fox, served
as AIANY president and helped organize
the '88 AIA National Convention at the
newly opened Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center. This June, A18, the latest edition
of the national conference, returns to New
York City after 30 years. To celebrate the
occasion, current AIANY President Guy
Geier invited Kohn to talk with him about
the state of the profession-past, present,
and future-in a conversation moderated
by writer and editor Clifford Pearson.

Clifford Pearson: Going to
the Javits Center in 1988 was
a completely different expe-
rience than it will be today.
How do those changes reflect
what's happening in New
York today?

Former AIANY President Gene Kohn (left) and current AIANY
President Guy Geier (right) reflect on NYC in 1988 and speculate
on what the future holds for the architecture profession.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Guy Geier: That's one of the things
we've tried to take advantage of
this year, with the conference being
over there. Wete right in the thick
of everything that's happening at

Hudson Yards.The High Line ends

right atJavits. Some of the big tours

will happen along the High Line.
The subway's 7 line, which terminates

across 11th Avenue from Javits, will
allow people to get around town more

easily. So there's so much more acces-

sibiliry fromJavits itse[ and that will
make a tremendous difference.

CP: Gene, back in '88 when
you organized the convention,
the theme was 'Art in Archi-
tecture." What was the archi-
tectural community talking
about back then?

Gene Kohn: One of the top events I
organized at the time was with Philip

Johnson and I.M. Pei. This was 30 years

ago, and they were competitive in a
lot of things. And Philip, particularly,
seemed to hold grudges or be more

emotional about stuff.I had arranged

avery special event for I.M. to be

honored and to give a speech, and I got
Philip to come. At first he wasnt going
to come, but I begged him-I mean,

really begged him. And I got him to sit
right in the front row. He went up and

congratulated I.M. and hugged him,
and there was enormous applause over

these two giants coming together.It
was a special evening.

But it was part of what you expected

to see at the convention. Many famous

architects from all over would come

to the events, and so it was an exciting
time, at least at the convention. But'88
was not necessarily an exciting time ar-

chitecturally, in terms of work.In fact,

the late'80s and almost all of the'90s
'was one of the worst periods in New
York for doing buildings. The lowest

production of buildings was in the'90s,
and the end of the'80s forecasted that.

CP: I remember all these "see-
through" buildings in the early
'9Os. They were built in the
late'8Os.

The 1988 convention-
while it celebrated a lot
of fine architects and
accomplishments by the
profession-was at the
beginning of a downturn
that was major."
-Gene Kohn

GK: That's right, because in'88,
around the time of the convention,
the city made the decision to cut FAR

ffloor area ratio] on the west side of
Midtown by three. The city was trying
to avoid all these sites being devel-
oped at a L5 or 18 FAR, but it actually
drove real estate developers to build
before the rules changed. The devel-
opers, instead of looking at what the
market was demanding at that time,
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decided they didn't want to let the

FAR go. Which meant they had to
design it and get it excavated and up

to grade in six months. Not easy to
do, but unfbrtunately, a lot of the de-
velopers decided they were not going
to lose three trAR. So they started

their projects, mostly on Sixth and
Seventh Avenues.

And they drove construction prices

so high, because contractors had al1

these buildings they were trying to
get done. When they were completed

the buildings were empry.Every one

of the developers lost the buildings to
the insurance companies or the banks
that were funding them. So it was a
really unfortunate time for the ciry.

We had all these empry buildings,
which killed the'90s.

CP: I started at Record in 1989,
so I remember that period. We
had our offices on the 41st floor
at 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
and we looked west and south.
I could see a building by SOM, a
building by KPF, and a building
by Kevin Roche. And they were
all SO-story buildings, and they
were all...

GK: Empry.

CP: You could look right
through them. They were the
see-through buildings.

GK: It was an interesting time. So,

the convention-while it celebrated
a lot of fine architects and accom-

ABOVE: Designed by Massimo Vignelli
and Michael Bierut, this 1988 poster,
for the lnternational Design Center
welcomes the AIA Convention to NYC.

LEFT: I M. Pei (left) and Philip Johnson
(right) at AIANY's'1988 Jefferson Ball
at MoMA.

plishments by the profession, and

while there were great parties and

all-was at the beginning of a

downturn that was major. And if
you didn't go overseas, you were

going to be in trouble, unless you
did schools or some other kind of
institutional buildings.

CP: Postmodernism was wan-
ing in '88, and people were
starting to say, "Well, what
comes next?"

.: I'm guessing there was a little
more discussion about stylistic and
aesthetic issues than we're seeing

today. Technologl. is a big driver of
the conversation now: how we are
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Irnore take the new Continuing Education and earn credits

e on:

Ready for drywall, integrated
heavy-duty G90 galvanized
steel stud framing equals fewer
on-site trades and faster
construction schedules

Energy Code & NFPA 285
compliant (hot box tested)
factory-appl ied closed-cel I

foam continuous insulation
meets all thermal and air
barrier requirements

Stainless steel fasteners

Optional factory-i nstal led
windows

Energy and
Fire Code
Compliant
lnsulation

30 lbs. per sq. ft. composite panels,

containing 2 inches of precast
concrete, are significantly lighter
than traditional systems, allowing
for Iarger panels and lower
structural and foundation costs

Virtually unlimited choices of Class
"A" finishes, colors and textures

Molecularly-bound high-tech fi ber
and welded-wire reinforcement,
wind-load tested to 225 mph

Optional H2Out pressure-
equalized in-the-joint
rainscreen caulking system

fr

HEALTHCARE . HOSPITALITY. INSTITUTIONAL. OFFICES. MIXED.USE. MULTI.FAMILY. SCHOOLS

SLENDERWALL€ is a product of Easi-Sero Worldwide, a licensor of precast products, wilh 58 licensed producers in 42 states & l0 countries.

Manufacturing licenses available for qualilled precast producers. A subsidiary of publicly traded Smith-Midland, Delaware [SMID] OCo20l8
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Best in o brisket, not in c building.

Kingspon insuloted ponels feoturing GuodCoreTM Technology provide superior fire resistonce ond emit incredibly low
smoke, even in the most stringent fire tests. ln foct, they were the first closed-cell insuloted ponels to be FM 4882 certified,
the FM Globol insuronce stondord for smoke-sensitive environments. For moximum fire performonce, without limiting
your design freedom, specify Kingspon ponels with GuodCore. Visit kingsponponels.com for more informotion.
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technology, construction technology,

and all that technology enables us to do.

We're trying to figure out how
architecture can help society, what
we can do to improve the social

condition, whether it's sustainabil-
ity-which we've been talking about
for a long time-or homelessness, or
housing, or resiliency, or infrastruc-
ture. All of these issues have risen to
a much higher level of consciousness

within the profession. My theme
for the year, Architect Activist, is all
about trying to get more involve-
ment by architects in these issues

and leveraging what power we

have-I think we have a lot more
than we've sometimes recognized-
to influence public policy and move

the needle on these issues.

GK: One minor observation, and

I'm not sure it's worth mention-
ing, but the dress of architects has

changed dramatically in 2018. In
fact, when I was in school-I'm a

little older than you guys-my he-
roes were people like Mies van der
Rohe, Le Corbusier, and Gropius,
and they always wore a suit. Even
Lou Kahn wore a bow tie and a

rope belt-that's all he could afford,
but he always had a sport coat.

GG: And over the years, the corpo-
rate environment has changed. The

tech world has driven a lot of that. So

now we are just mirrors of that. But,
Gene, you and I are still sitting here

with our ties and suits on, and I just
went to an interview with a suit on.

We do what we need to do to address

the audience we're working with.

CP: Right, because it's about
gaining their trust and con-
fidence. lf someone's going
to say, "l'm going to give you
$35O million to build me a
building," you want to es-
tablish a level of trust where
they figure...

GK: ...you look like you're going
to build it.

CP: lt's ironic that now there
are a lot of architects with
their offices around Wall
Street, where 25 or 30 years
E9o, architects couldn't afford
to have their offices there.

GG: Our office is currently on 19th
Street, but we're moving to Down-
town Brooklyn in three years.

GK [laughing]: Where is that? You're

not joking? Well, that's interesting.
Thatt good, though.

"We're trying to figure
out how architecture can
help society, what we
can do to improve the
social condition, whether
it's sustainability,
or homelessness, or
housing, or resiliency, oy
i nfrastructure."-Guy Geier

CP: Looking towards the
future, if AIA decides to pick
New York again in 2048, what
will New York be like then?
What will be the critical issues
facing architects?

GK: Well,I think 30 years from now,

the economy notwithstanding, those

things are impossible to predict. But I
do think that environmental issues are

going to be major, that they will con-
tinue to be a bigger and bigger factor
in building and urban design.

And whatever happens with
water-sea level change and those

sorts of things-it's going to seriously
impact the riverfront here and the
neighborhoods inside. So how can we

deal with that? We can help, I think,

by the way we design our cities and

buildings. We can help address the
effects of climate change. We really
have to get to another level and

accept the fact that the change is

going to happen, and theret only so

much we can do about it. So it's re-
ally about resiliency and what we do

to change our built environment to
deal with what's going to happen.

CP: Do you think most
buildings could be Net Zero
in 30 years?

GG: I think a lot of them could be.

Solar and wind and other renew-
able solutions will certainly be more

and more important as time goes

by. But you have to cut the use side

as well-you can't just improve the

supply side, you have to improve the
utilization side. Buildings have to
consume less, and the city needs to
consume less.

Finding ways to reduce, whether
it's through Net Zero,Passive
House, or whatever it is that gets

consumption reduced signifi cantly,

that's going to be the big push be-
tween now and 30 years from now.

It's a long forecast, but it's going
to continue to be a big effort that
the industry-architects, engineers,

builders, everybody-is going to
have to deal with.

GK: Our goal is for quality of life.
So how can we help? When you see

crises in terms of race, religious, and

poverfy issues, how do you design

cities that promote uniry coopera-

tion, and a spirit of providing care

for the poor and making sure people

have at least a decent basic quality
of life-not living on the sidewalk,
not wanting for proper food-and
dealing with issues of crime and all?

Architects need to recognize that
they can play a greater role in creat-
ing environments that are conducive

to the quality of life we want. r
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See you at Booth #621!
ENTER TO WIN!"
Visit the Owens Corning booth and
enter our daily prize drawing for a
LEGO@ Architecture New York
City Skyline model and a chance
to win a MacBook Pro@!

Happy Hour
THURSDAY JUNE21
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.

The PINK PANTHERil & O 19_64-2018 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios lnc, All Rights Reserved. The
trademark ol Owens Corning. O 2018 Owens Corning, rut nrgfrts Reserved. O ZOIA Thermafiber, lnc.

MacBook Proo is a registered trademark of Apple lnc.

New York City LEGOe Architecture Skyline model is a registered trademark of LEGO Systems, lnc.

Meet the experts and learn

about our SAFETY Act
Designation : 5 :00-6:00pm

Goffee & Gonuersation
THURSDAY, JUNE21 & FRIDAY JUNE22
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Owens Corning Building Science Center
is tailored to equip you with the resources to
give you peace of mind on your next project.
www.owenscorn i n g.com/bu i Id i n gscience

Q OOalnsulation E Owens Gorning Insutating Systems

@ www. owenscorning.com

-Mulitple winners drawn; one entry per attendee per day. Participant does not need to be present at time oJ draws to
color PI N K ts a
Ail Rights

I

Join us for social events!

Log on for new tools:

This promotion has not been authorized, sponsored or otherwise approved by Apple lnc. or LEGO Systems, lnc.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

THE LONG VIEW

In December of 1988, Paul Goldberger,

then the architecture critic at the Neu
York Times, wrote a year-in-review
article summarizing key moments of
the preceding months. "It looked, at the

beginning of 1988, as if the architec-
tural event of the year was going to be

something called Deconstructivism, "

wrote Goldberger, "that trendy style

of sharp, angular architecture that was

ballyhooed by no less an authority than
the Museum of Modern Art as the

thinking person's alternative to the in-
creasingly decorative and clich6d sryle

of post-Modernism."
Predicting that Deconstructivism

would be a flash in the pan, Goldberger
went on to write about what he identi-
fied as the real story of year: "There has

been more interest than at any other
time since the 1960s in thinking of
architecture as something more than
fashion translated into bricks and mor-
tar-in thinking about it as a social tool
as well.This may well be remembered as

the year in which the quest to find ways

architecture might make society a little
better have come at last to the fore." He
cited an affordable housing complex in
Brooklyn designed by Cooper Robert-
son & Partners, a series of prototype
buildings for homeless families designed

for the city by SOM, and an adaptive re-
use scheme for Mass MOCA,led by co-
architects Robert Venturi, Frank Gehry
and David Childs, which recycled 19th-
century mill buildings.

In late spring of'BB, the AIA National
Convention had descended on New
Yorlis flashy new crystal palace, the Javits
Center, while plans brewed to replace

the defunct Coliseum event hall at

Columbus Circle with private developer

towers. It was a busy year for sure, but
not one that necessarily stands out as the

year architects became social activists.

However, as AIA National's annual

convocation, A1B, returns to a refreshed

Javits under the banner of "Blueprint for
a Better Ciry"we can look back over the
intervening 30 years to see signs of prog-
ress and the role architects played in it.

This issue of Oculus is dedicated to
that longer view. Adaptive reuse and

preservation projects that allow old and

new to coexist become evermore attrac-
tive challenges for the profession, writes
Sam Lubell in "Radical Remix."The
city's coastline, which, as Stephe n Zacks
points out ("Waterfront Rising"), was

dedicated to the shipping business in the
last centuries, is transformed and activat-
ed to knit neighborhoods and rivers back
together, though often in the shadow of
new towers. And sustainable building
has become an expectation rather than
an option, thanks to standards set 30

years ago by pioneering New York-based
firms ("The Origins of Green,"by Laurie
Kerr and Roger Platt).

There's much to commend but miles
yet to go. Op-ed pieces by critics Justin
Davidson, Karrie Jacobs, and Michael
Sorkin sound the alarm, pushing us to

feel a little less sanguine about the next

30 years. You may agree or disagree with
their provocations, but their common

goal is to start a dialogue and not take

for granted that we are inevitably on the

right path. The profession's in-progress

course correction with regard to gender

equality is an example of a long overdue

conversation that we hope will define

the year 2018 when our colleagues of
2048look back.

This hefty issue came to life thanks to
a dream team of contributors and staff,

with a special hat tip to editorial intern
Cassandra Gerardo, who completed

her MA thesis in Design Research at

the School of Visual Arts while closing

our summer edition. We're also thrilled
to present a three-part timeline devel-

oped by Margo Arbanas and designed

by David Knowles, as well as a striking
cover designed by NatashaJen's team at

Pentagram.

Finally, even if you're not from New
York, we hope you'll continue to follow
Oculus and celebrate with us this fall and
winter as our magazine turns 80.

Cheers!

Molly Heintz
Editor-in-Chief
ed itor@aiany.org
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Create Aesthetic Ada pta bl e Spaces
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CONTRIBUTORS

I NTERVI EW

Clifford Pearson ('AIANY: Past, Present, Future") is

the director of the University of Southern California's
American Academy in China and a contributing edi-
tor at Arcbitectural Record. He is working with Eugene
Kohn on a book about Kohns life in architecture and
the role of KPF in shaping cities around the world.

FEATU RES

Laurie Kerr, FAIA, LEtrD AP ("Origins of Green"), is

president of LK Policy Lab and a national leader and
consultant in green building and urban sustainability
policy. She served as deputy director of the NYC Mry-
or's Office of Sustainability under Michael Bloomberg,
and previously was director of policy at Urban Green.

Sam Lubell ("Radical Remix") is co-author of Never
Built NezuYork (2016) and a staffwriter at Wired.He
has written seven books about architecture for The Mo-
nacelli Press, Rizzoli,Metropolis Books, and Phaidon.

His exhibition, "Never Built New York," opened at the

Qreens Museum in 201,7.

Roger Platt ("Origins of Green") is the senior vice
president, strategic partnerships and growth, for the
U.S. Green Building Council & Green Business Certi-
fication (USGBC).H. is the immediate past-president
of the USGBC, and before that served as its senior vice
president for global policy and law.

Julia van den Hout ('Agents for Change") is founder
of the editorial and curatorial office, Original Copy, and
editor of CLOG, an annual publication that provides a

platform for discussion of one topic at a time.

Stephen Za;cks f"Waterfront Rising") is an architec-
ture critic, urbanist, and curator based in New York
City. He is founder and creative director of Flint Public
Art Project, co-founder of Chance Ecologies and Nuit

Zn"ryrN &DE CxmRA LLp

World class design and construction prolects
require sophisticated legal counsel, Our clients
trust us with their most important contracts
and disputes
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Blanche New York, and president of the nonprofit
Amplifier Inc., which develops art and design programs
in underserved cities. He previously served as an editor
at M e tropo lis magazine.

OP-EDS

Justin Davidson ('Adapt and Flourish") is the Pulitzer
Prize-winning architecture and classical music critic for
Neta York magazine. His is the author of Magnetic City:
A Walking Companion to Neta York (201.7).

KarrieJacobs ("Not-So-Smart City") is a professional
observer of the man-made landscape and writes about
it for Architect magazine and Curbel. She's also a faculty
member at the School of Visual Arts's MA program in
design research, writing, and criticism.

Michael Sorkin ("Sauve Qri Peut/Everyone for Them-
selves!") is architecture critic for The Nation, contribut-
ing editor at Arcbitectural Record, and author or editor
of more than 20 books. He is the principal and founder
of Michael Sorkin Studio, and his practice and work
spans design, criticism, and pedagogy.

lnnovative Products
bisonip.com | 800.333,4234

TIMELINE
Margaret Arbanas is a writer and researcher fascinated
by the contradictions and complexities of contempor^ry
society and culture. Her stories harness the power of
words and images to suggest and reveal the secret desires

and hidden agendas that drive the current historical mo-
ment and its mythologies.

David Knowles is a graphic designer specializing in
the fields of art, culture, and entertainment. His work
includes collaborative publications with artists and writ-
ers, identities and branding, and exhibitions and public
events. He is currently an MFA candidate at Yale School
of Art.

With research and contributions from Lisa Chamberlain,
Cassandra Gerardo, Lauren Palmer, Eric Schwartau,
and, Zach Sachs.

BOOK REVIEWS

In addition to reviewing books for Oculu.i, Stanley Stark,
FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP, is science and technology
principal at Francis Cauffman in New York City. I
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Extraord in ary moments ha ppen on ord ina ry days.

Let's set the stage for the extraordinary to happen every day.

bulthaLrp New York

158 Wooster Street
New York, NY 10012

Tei. +1 2i2 $66 7183

newyork.bulthaup.com
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The Ronald O. Perelman Performing Arts Center
at the World Trade Center

Design Architect: REX

Executive Architect: Davis Brody Bond

Sciame
Sciame Construction, LLC 

I

212.232.2200

WHERE BUILDING IS AN ART

14 Wall Street, New York, NY 10005

I www.sciame.com
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Childhood
0000080

IIIlIIrOCULUS
BOOK
TALK

AT THE CENTER

The Design of Childhood
Alexandra Lange

Monday, June 25, 6-8pm
Center for Architecture
536 LaGuardia Place

In lter latest book, Alexandra Lange

inaestigates the design of childhood at
all scales, reaealing hoztfree play cre-

ates independent tltinkers. In advance

of her upcoming book talk, Oculus
shares a preaiezts.

How thc Matcrial World
Shepcr lndcpcndrnt Kidr

The sound of hammering rings down

the street. Walking past the supermarket

and the indoor snowboarding faciJiry I
hear the whip of trains on the Nambu
Line every five minutes. Round a bend,

past whatever the Toliyo equivalent of

r:I t:l l:

tro,s

a bodega mlght be,I see the curving

roofline of a concrete building, orna-

mented with black-and-white graffiti
like an ancient frieze.tere's a hand-
painted sign on the gate, and lines of
bikes and strollers baking in the October

Sunday morning sun.te building, a

former concrete factoryris a showcase for
the material's possibilities, with curving

overhangs and open, California-style
walkurays. But the architecture I'm actu-

ally here to see is still in progress, a street

ofwhat will be tiny, open-air booths cur-

rently laid out on the dirt in chalk lines.

The people wielding tape measures,

paintbrushes, and saws are kids,30 of
them, between the ages of five and 13.

On an industrial edge of Kawasaki, a

city that is part of the greater Tokyo
metropolitafl area,they are build-
ing their own high street. Two weeks

from now the carpenters will become

shopkeepers, selling wares of their own
making from the shops they are now
building. Pancakes, pachinko, hand-

continued on page 35
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ciko skin * neither painting nor staining
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Photo credit: Courtesy F.A.T. Lab and Sy-Lab

Lange's book considers design for children at all scales, starting
with blocks. This 2012 Free Universal Construction Kit by Golan

Levin (F. A.T. Lab) and Shawn Sims (Sy-Lab) is made of FDM-printed
thermoplastic and allows different building kits to work together.

woven bracelets, slime, bought and sold with actual money.

Because the yen will be real, the playworkers at Kodomo

Yume Park (which means "children's dream") had to ask par-

ents'permission for the exercise-and request that they not

contribute funds. Ordinarily, everything that happens at the

L3-year-old park is decided by the children and the workers

who run it, paid for by the education department of Kawasa-

ki Cirv. There are no waivers, and no dress code; babies were

wandering barefoot near the fire pit, and boys were hammer-

ing in flip-flops and bike helmets.

PLAY FREELY AT YOUR OVfN zuSK reads a sign at

Hanegi Park,Tolyo's oldest adventure playground, and all

three elements-play, freedom, risk-are in ample evidence

here at its younger cousin Yume. Beyond the open space where

the village is taking shape, there is a more secluded area with
a permanent fire pit, water slide, and hammock swing. A mesa

of dirt, donated by a construction comPany that was excavat-

ing nearby, is now riddled with canyons and hoies, the marks

of shovels and buckets ofwater.When Kodomo Yume Park

opened in July 2003,it was hot and humid, and the children

spent most of their time huddled in its one air-conditioned

space. After a week of that the playworkers had had enough

and cut the power. "We told them the air conditioning was

broken," says my guide, Hitoshi Shimamura, director of the

organizatron Tolyo Play. "Then they started playing with
water." At every adventure playground I visited, at some point

a child poured a bucket of water down a trench, just to see

where it would flow. As architect Richard Dattner says, "Sand

and water will give you 800/o of what a playground can do."

Though accounts ofjunk playgrounds tend to focus on the

fire and tools, for urban youth simply mucking about can be a

pleasurabieway of spending an afternoon.I was reminded of
my own younger brother, who never found a stream or puddle

too small to fall into. Had we had a Yume Park down the

street, he would never have had to go looking for mud.

Excerpudfrom the "P\aygroundi'chapter oflhe Design of
Childhood (2018), zoith permissionfrom Bloomsbury Press. t
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Bring your vision to life with stunning
texture, color and durability.

Roofing o Soffit, Fascia, I?im o Rainurare

. Lifetime warranty includes hail
and fade protection

o Easy to install

. Virtually maintenance-free

o Available nationwide and in Canada
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Designed to meet or exceed ASTM
and UL standards including ASTM
A653, UL 1897,UL2218 and UL 790

Our steel coils flom American mitls
contain at least 25o/o rccyded material

Mantrfachrred products are 100%
rccycleable

Visit booth 424? at the AIA Conference on Architecture 2018 to learn more
about EDCO's durable steel exterior building products

,,'EDCO Learn about stel roofing and siding through our continuing
education programs with Hanley-Wood Univercity. 1 HSW

learning unit is available per couue.
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Where will you be in June 2048?

This month, the annual AIA National Conf-erence returns to

New York City fbr the first time since 1988. We use the occa-

sion to pause and reflect on horv far r've'r,e come in the last 30

years, and to cor-rsider how far we need to go in the next 30.

This special feature section begins at humirn scale, talk-
ing with voung practitioners zrnd leaders in the field about
our recent past :rnd near future, and ther-r zoolrrs out to
look at Nerv York at a neighborhood scale, a cin' scale,

and, finall)', as a leader at global scale. Each f-eature focuses

on a kev aspect of the built environment in a rapidlv
transfbrrning cit1,, while its partner op-ed speculates or-r

concerns that are likelr' to plagr.rc the cit1, of the future. In
between, a tl-rree-part interpretive tin-reline reminds us that
pl:rr-rning, design, ar-rd building alwar.s happen amid layers

of cultr,rral complexin' and unpredictable current events.

Lest lve stop to rest on our laurels, architect and critic
N4ichael Sorkir-i's concludine op-ed adn-ronishes us that we are

growing accustomed to the spectacle of natural and geopo-

litical catastrophes-and their attendant injustices. The year

2048 could be bleak indeed if smiirt collective action doesn't

begin to make ar-r irnpact now. What role will architects play

in forging progress? I
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lnstallation view
of New Practices
New York. On
view at the Center
for Architecture
through July 7.
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BY JULIA VAN DEN HOUT

Every two years, AIANY celebrates a new group of
architecture talent in New York. The New Practices New
York awards set out not to reward impressive portfolios,
but rather to spotlight the innovative models of practice
behind the built work. The awards'focus is on intention,
innovation, and-perhaps more than ever this year-the
importance of a strong agenda. Under the theme of
"Consequence," the New Practices New York awards

program asked emerging firms to consider how they rely
on their own voice and agency to shape their work. A
competitive environment like New York can be a tough
aren to navigate, especially for young designers looking
to set out on their own. At a time when we find ourselves
caught up in a tumultuous political, economic, and social
environment, how can young designers constructively en-
gage their city on a local level and look to actively define

ce

strategies for what is to come? How can they begin to
address some of the urban challenges we face today?

As the five winning firms demonstrate, sometimes these

questions are best explored through self-initiated projects,
research, and an effort to reach beyond disciplinary bound-
aries and established roles. And in all cases, challenging
constraints and a theme of equitable design run through
the firms'projects.

The winners were selected by a jury that included
Beatrice Galilee, Daniel Brodsky associate curator of ar-
chitecture and design at the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
Dan Howarth, U.S. editor of Dezeen;Jeffrey Inaba, princi-
pal of Inaba Williams; Andr6s Jaque, founder of Office for
Political Innovation; Hilary Sample, principal and co-
founder of MOS Architects; and Rosalyne Shieh, partner
at Schaum/Shieh and 201,6 New Practices award winner.
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TEI CARPENTER
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Founded in 2014 bv Tei Carpenteq Ageno-Agenc1. recently

completed a 20,000-square-foot headquarters for the non-profit

Big Brothers Big Sisters mentoring organization in Houston, a

project that exemplifies rvhat Carpenter calls her interest in "near

realifir" A look at these current conditions, she savs, "accepts the

gir.ens of the present-constraints, modest budgets, and 1ow-cost

materials-aiming to make equitable, open design projects."

While firmly rooted in todar,'s realifi,, Ageno_Agencv
also looks towards the future, citing science fiction writer Kim
Stanlev Robinson to describe an interest in a "distant realiry" a

speculative exploration of human impact on our world. This is

evident in several of the firm's proposals, such as Testbed, an en-

vironmental marker svstem that hopes to deter our intrusion on

the Waste Isoiation Pilot Plant in New lVlexico, and Pla-Kappa,

a floating island in the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre made of
accumulated organic matter and human-made waste that has

been shaped through ocean currents. "NIl,, ui* is to explore new

aesthetics, materialities, and subjectivities within a geological

time scale that addresses today's conditions of accumulation and

its material histories and futures," explains Carpenter. "I like to

work with hybrid forms of physical and digital representations to

make distinctions slippen'benveen object and landscape, natural

and artificial, fiction and reali6i"

Currently, Ageno,-Ageno'is rvorking on a guest house

in New England, which will be part of "Water Futures," an

upcoming exhibition 
^t 

ND/O in Greenpoint, Brooklyr.
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TOP: Agency-
Agency's "Testbed

Perspective in 7O17."

ABOVE: A
cautionary tale
of accumulation,
Agency-Agency's
floating island of
Pla-Kappa shifts
its shape slowly,
constantly growing
while consuming
itself.
LEFT: Agency-
Agency founder Tei

Carpenter.
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TOP LEFT: Upper level of Galerie Perrotin-now one of the largest
art galleries on the Lower East Side of New York City.
TOP RIGHT: P.R.O. co-founders Nathan Rich and Miriam Peterson.
ABOVE: Speculative design of a site-less tower for "5x5" Exhibition.

"We explore the relationships between
aychEtectu re, econCIrnics, and policy,
giving form to nonformal coneepts,"
*Miniam Peterson

P. R.G.
MIRIAM PETERSON + NATHAN RICH

1,4/WW.pf O-a rCh.COm

Principals Miriam Peterson and Nathan Rich bring
unique backgrounds of economics and art to their
practice, Peterson Rich Office (P.R.O.). "We explore the
relationships between architecture, economics, and policy,
giving form to nonformal concepts," says Miriam Peter-
son. "In our built work, we actively research the cultural
and economic context for each project to create meaning-
ful organizing principles that inform design decisions."

The firm's first project was the design of a ground-rp
art studio for painter Tula Telfair in Connecticut in
201,3.The duo recently completed a 20,000-square-
foot New York home for Galerie Perrotin-a five-story
gallery building with a penthouse apartment above

that marks a seminal shift in the Lower East Side
art scene towards higher end commercialism. P.R.O.
simultaneously works on public projects, research, and
city initiatives, however, and just completed work on
fvyo renovations for New York City public schools
through the Mental Health by Design program.
Driven by a strong belief in the need for architects
to expand their role and engage in larger discussions
about the future of the city, Peterson and Rich even

pitch ideas directly to city agencies. As Nathan Rich
explains, "New York City has a progressive mayor and
administration, but they don't always recognize the
value of design. We try to take advantage of this situ-
ation by proposing architectural ideas that manifest
city policy. Some of these pitches have led to real work,
others have helped us learn and expand our nerwork."

Next to be completed are fwo 20,000-square-foot,
multiunit, mixed-use buildings. "It's a scale that a small
office like ours can handle, but has real opportunity for
urban impact," says Rich.
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MABU
MATT BURGERMASTER

www.mabuoffice.com

For MABU, it is a look towards the old that projects a path for
the new.The fum has worked on a number of adaptive reuse

projects. "For many, renovation work is considered a marginal
endeavor in comparison to the privileged status afforded to
new construction," says Principal Matt Burgermaster. "But for
us, it is an opportunity to engage in creative, critical practice."

Founded in 2008, the firm is currently working on the

conversion of a 5 0,000- square- foot textile manufacturing
building into an equestrian center in Rockleigh, NewJersey.

Such projects enable MABU to explore how to go beyond

a binary definition of old and new. "We choose to recognize

old buildings as material and cultural resources, rather than
as waste," Burgermaster explains. "We aim to understand

their historical trajectories; the various ways they have acted

as vessels for matter, energy, and information; and their
potential as significant new public platforms."

While adaptive reuse projects may come with constraints,

for MABU these are sought-after challenges that require a

particular level of resourcefulness and invention.The firm de-

scribes its process as not merely traditionally architecnrral, but
as incorporating practices borrowed from historic preservation,

installation and performance art, and even water management.
"To face the grand challenges of our lifetime, such as climate
change and limited natural resources," says Burgermaster,
"disciplinary boundaries need to be reconfigured in ways that
both consolidate specific areas of expertise and seek shared,

complementary fields of interest and knowledge."

"We choose to recognize old buildings
as material and cultural resources, rather
than as waste."-Matt Burgermaster

f,Irf _€*^E

TOP LEFT: MABU founder Matt Burgermaster with colleague.
TOP RIGHT: "Machine out to Pasture" converts of a

5O,OOO-square-foot textile manufacturing factory into an
equestrian center.
ABOVE:"Alterations to a Spy Base" is an exercise in experimental
preservation, as it proposes a remapping of the buildings'
(current) material, (future) use, and (historical) significance.
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TOP: "Open Ground," the
6'ew entry floor of the
June Paik Art Center.
MIDDLE: Co-LLving
prototype for the Wolqok
Youth Platform.
BOTTOM:NHDMco-
founders David Moon and
Nahyun Kim.
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NHDM
NAHYUN KIM AND DAVID MOON

www.nhdm.net

Nahlun Kim and David Moon began their practice in
201,0 with a commission for the library within the Nam

June Paik Art Center in Yongin, outside of Seoul. The

library was designed as a multifunctional machine that
promotes non-linear access to infor-
mation. Since then, the firm has com-
pleted a further renovation of another -,r*-
iZ,OOO square feet of the art center's { \
facilities, including a new entry floor ,- ''1;'"'' 9r,

and study space. In these projects, the ,*
firm explores architecture's connec-
tion to the public. As Moon and Kim
say on their website, "In many of our
projects, the public acts as a critical
collaborator or instigator-some-
times as client, sometimes as occupant, and sometimes as

unknowing beneficiary." Much of their recent work, both
in New York and Seoul, centers around the public on a

larger scale through explorations of contempor^ry urban
challenges-the housing crisis, environmental uncertain-
ty, and inequitable distribution of resources.

N H D M is currently working with Habitat for Hu-
manity Korea and a local government agency in Seoul on a

youth co-living protofype, combining a residential program
with job training facilities and public spaces. As part of this

effort, the firm also worked on a robust research project fo-
cusing on this under-supported demographic in Seoul. "We
try to engage the realities of each project-the complexiry
of today's social, political, cultural, and environmental mi-
lieu-not as a set of constraints to comply with or a conflict
to turn away from, but rather as subjects of investigation
and a source of inspiration for experimentation," says Kim.

Other current work includes a private house in Los
Angeles and a new museum of a private collector in
Upper Manhattan.
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"ln many of our
projects, the public
acts as a critical
collaborator or
instigator..."- Na hyu n
Kim and David Moon
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Lucile Packard Children s Hospital, Palo Alto,CA The Rotunda, University of Virginia, Charlottesillle,VA

The Pyrok StarSilent systern is a smooth, seamless sound absorblng durable
plaster system for walls and ceilings This environrnentally friendly system,

with a high recycled content, allows designers to utilize a seamless gypsum
board look with high sound absorbing qualities Pyrok StarSilent can be

curved, custom colored and can be painted a few times.

Please contact Pyrok lnc at
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ADAM SNOW FRAMPTON AND
KAROLINA CZECZEK

':.:\;,] -'.:.'

From a circular counter and seating area in Voyager Espresso

to a strict black-and-white color palette in An Office forThree
Companies, the work of Only If is guided by the power of
simplicity and the potential of clean geometries. "Rather than

imposing additional regimes of complexirywe believe the role

of the designer is to envision simple gestures and forms that
impose structure, coherence, and identity," explains Adam Snow

Frampton,who leads the firm with KarohnaCzeczek.
Founded in 2013, O"1y If has worked at a range of scales,

from small-scale interiors to larger-scale urban research and

speculative projects. \n 2017 , the firm contributed to the Fourth
Region'al Plan with a new vision for the tiboro Corridor, in
coilaboration with One Architecture. Recently it has also been

workins on the Narrow House, a design for a 100- by 1,31/r
foot vacant lot in Brooklyn that explores the potential of resi-

dential infi1l in otherwise overlooked slivers of land throughout
New York City. "Our generation of architects is perhaps less

fbcused on the exceptional and more focused on the everyday,

hence housing as an interest and renewed territory for architec-

rural experimentation," says Frampton.

On land bought by Frampton and Czeczek,the house is a

sel{:initiated project that the partners hope will serve as a low-
cost protofype.It will break ground later this year. "Architects

must reclaim a role as public intellectuals to address larger social

TOP LEFT: Conference room in "An Office for Three Companies."
TOP RIGHT: Narrow House prototype. ABOVE: Only lf co-founders
Adam Snow Frampton and Karolina Czeczek

and cultural questions," says Czeczek."We are always asking

ourselves how we can use our own disciplinary tools to address

questions and impact the public, the ciry and territories beyond

our discipline. But we're going to keep looking at architecture

and the ciry drawing, and making buildings to get there." r
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lntigral is proud to be the exclusive American manufacturer of the Screenline family of integrated
blinds. ScreenLine allows you the ultimate in integrated blinds design and energy management.
With three different shading options you can use Screenline venetian blinds to achieve your
energy and daylighting goals or select one 0f our pleated or roller shade products to achieve
maximum U-value and privacy. Take privacy and solar control to new levels with Screenline
blackout shades. With six different control systems you have the option to operate each blind
manually, 0r you can integrate your entire building with our motorized solutions. Whatever your

SCfeen Line project, ScreenLine has a shading solution and integration to meet you and your clients needs.

To learn more, go to www.intigral.com or find us at booth 2056 at the AIA Conference.



OP-ED

We asked Ieaders of the New York architecture communlty to think about where
we've been, where we're going, and what makes them hopeful about the future.
Compiled by Julia van den Hout and Molly Heintz.

"The series of natural and man-made disasters
of the last 20 years, including 9/11, the 2003
blackout, and Hurricane Sandy, were a stark
reminder of the fragility of the built environ-
ment and our social contract. We have become

much more aware of the need for disaster
planning, resiliency, and climate change
preparedness and mitigation."
-Deborah Berke, FAIA, LEED AP, principal of
Deborah Berke & Partners Architects and dean

of the Yale School of Architecture

"New York's relationship with its wa-
terf ront, in all boroughs, has trans-
formed a formerly derelict industrial
headache into a prime urban ame-
nity, opening up a newly regenerated
city to recreation, fresh air, green
space, and a view to the larger world.
The world, consequently, values New
York differently."
-Ricardo Scofidio, AlA, executive
vice president and chief executive
officer of the AIA

"Our ability to create new project sites within the
constrained boundaries ofthe city's dense built
environment is a hallmark of NewYork City over
the past three decadesl infrastructure has been
reimagined into parks, development sites, and
reclaimed urban amenities. "

-Kim Yao, AIA, principal of Architecture
Research Offfce (ARO)

"Removing the stigma of 'pub-
lic'and making it desirable and
exciting in terms of both spaces,
places, buildings, and the skyline."
-Claire Weisz, FAIA, principal-in-
charge of WXY

"The city has realized that good design can exponentially improve

the physical and mental well-being of New Yorkers and visitors alike.

Designers now often have a seat at the table when it comes to big

decisions about what happens to our public facilities and land."

-David van der Leer, executive director of Van Alen lnstitute

"Climate change. The city
is blessed and challenged by
being rimmed with 578 miles
of coastline. Extreme climate
events and associated flooding
makes New York's extensive
waterfront very vulnerable. "

-Marion Weiss, FAIA and
Michael M anfredi, EAIA,
principals of Weiss/Manfredi

"One of the most striking fea-
tures of development over the past
three decades is how it has come
to embrace the city's more mar-
ginal locatlons. The net result is
a gradually more horizontal city,
with not iust a handlul of thriving
centers, but many."
-Eran Chen, founding principal of
ODA New York

"We have become a city of glittery
wealth, cleaner and safer than 30 years
ago, but also much more divided in
ways you can read in the skyline and in
neighborhoods where new development
is not widely regarded by residents as

progress, but as a threat. I do think more
and more gifted architects are thinking
creatively about affordable housing and
public projects like libraries."

-Michael Kimmelman, architecture
critic of th e New York Times

WHAT HAS
BEEN THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT
CHAilGE !N ilEW
YORK'S BUIIT
ENVIROl{MEilT
11{ THE LAST 30
YEARS?
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"Over the past 30 years, the well-being of the
individual in the built environment has become
tantamount to good design. Translating this
altruistic idea into physical space will continue
to be a challenge, as words only do not make
for a healthy work environment. lf we are not
diligent, the current model of overly flexible
spaces for millennial workers will become
a rouse for cost-cutting, guick turnaround
solutions saturated in 'brand'that result in
frenetic work environments with no escape."
Jane Smith , FAIA, llDA, partner at Spacesmith

"We need to think big and think long. Bloomberg
pushed to finish the third water tunnel, a So-year-
old project and a f undamental piece of inf rastruc-
ture for the next century. And you don't even see
it! We can do that for transit and resiliency, and
celebrate these projects."
-Rob Rogers, FAIA, principal of ROGERS PART
NIRS Architecture+Urban Designers

"While the relativelv low crime rate today may be

seen as a sign ofprogress, I would also counsel sobri-
ery. If the new financial incentives for development of
this last decade have proven anJthing, it is that social
inequaliw is on the rise, something that invariably
stands to destabilize the citv as a diverse ecology."

-N,rtler 
Tchrrrni, princip;rl ot'\,'\Dl'L\ ,rncl dc,ur

of 'lhc ]ru'in S. Ch,rnin Scho,,l ot -\rchitccturc at

Coopsr U11i1111

"The amount of carbon emitted into
the atmosphere needs to be sig-
nificantly reduced, including that
generated by building sector energy
consumption. Mayor Bill de Blasio has
delineated a path to significant carbon
reduction by 2050, but more change is
needed not only in New York City, but
regionally, nationally, and globally."
-Margaret Castillo, FAIA, LEED AP,

chief architect of NYC Department of
Design and Construction

"One can hope that architects will do
more as initiators of projects, rather than
being simply responders. "

-Ricardo Scofidio, principal of Diller
Scofidio + Renfro

"The livability of our city depends on diverse
neighborhoods. We have to develop housing across
the economic spectrum, while understanding that
good jobs and support services are necessary."

-Mark Gardner, AlA, principal of Jaklitsch/Gardner
Architects

"For New York to survive as a truly vibrant and diverse
place, fair, just, and affordable housing and an excellent
public school system must be in place. The public trans-
portation system is a disgrace-especially the subway
system-and requires a major overhaul. ln addition, trans-
portation to and from the airport needs to be smooth,
fast, safe, and inexpensive. lt is the worst transit system
of any city in the world."

-Toshiko Mori, FAIA, principal of Toshiko Mori Architect

"We need to take the rising water levels seriously and
start to install more infrastrucrural changes---openable

dams, areas that can flood, etc.-rather than thinking you
change just the buildings. We need to transform garbage
in biofuel (long overdue) and we need trains to all tlree
airpons (also long overdue)."

-\\'inh Duhbeldrm, Assoc. AIA, founder of Archi{tctonics

"The boundaries between architecture, plan-

ning, and landscape design need to be further
blurred and cross-pollinated. But there needs

also to be a reaction against the anti-form atti-
tude of the most extreme school of participato-

ry architecture, in which the architect abandons

the role of guiding the physical development of

the city. Research into smart materials seems

to me one of the most urgent tasks for rethink-

ing the very fabric of buildings."

-Barry Bergdoll, Hon. AIANY, Meyer Schapiro

professor of art history at Columbia University

"There is a serious lack of public space,
and infrastructure investment among dif-
ferent neighborhoods is unequal. I would
like to see the unique characters of neigh-
borhoods preseryed and kept alive, while
new inyestment is made organically."
-Jing Liu, principal of SO-IL

"Our most urgent needs over the next 30 years are not architectural. They involve planning and
infrastructure. We live with one of the world's greatest urban infrastructures, the result of previous
generations investing on our behalf. We are not doing the same for the generations that follow us,
and our infrastructure, particularly our transit system, is crumbling."

-Paul Goldberger, Hon. AIA, contributing editor * Vanity Fair, and, former architecture critic for the
New Yorker and the Neu York Times.

"We need the policy and the will to enhance and increase public space. As more people are
attracted to urban life, we must protect open space and not allow it to simply be created as a
part of commercial development."
-Tod Williams, FAIA and Billie Tsien, principals of Tod Williams Billie Tsien, AIA Architects

TTHAT I{EEDS TO
CHAilGE IN THE
ilEXT 30 YEARS?

"Notably, and not yet fully understood, l{ew York has become both a technology center and a

medical center, developments that were nascent 30 years ago but have bloomed since and hold
great promise for the future health of our city."
-Robert A.M. Stern, founding partner of Robert A.M. Stern, FAIA Architects

"l am unfailingly impressed by the idealism and
ambition of architecture students and young practi-
tioners. There is an understanding of the social and
cultural context in which architecture is made, and
a renewed desire for our work to be considered in
terms of its potential to improve people's lives."
-Martin Cox, AlA, principal of Bade Stageberg Cox

"Grassroots progressive movements like
Black Lives Matter, #MeToo, and March
for Our Lives are inspiring and all ask
tough questions that direcdyrelate to the
public realm.Who is itfor?Where is jus-
tice? Who has a seat at the table? How do
we ensure that the talent and potential that
is out there is welcomed to this conversa-
tion? How do we want to live?"

-Nlark Yoes, FALA., design principal
of \{IXY

"Technology has enabled architects to more effec-
tively communicate our design ideas through VR,
AR and 3D printing."

-Joseph 
Brancato, AIA, NCARB, vice chairrnirn, Gensler

"l see a more robust discussion of the groups architec-
ture as a profession has historically left out: women,
minorities, people from less economically advantaged
backgrounds. What remains to be seen is whether the
architecture profession can make the fundamental
changes required to make itself an attractive and
sustainable choice to people from these groups."
-Alexandra Lange, architecture critic at Curbed

"The design profession is now included in
discussions and planning for affordable
housing, aging in place, homeless housing,
public transit, sustainable strategies, and,
of course, resiliency-all of which have

highlighted the renewed relevance of our
role in the built environmentl'

-fennifer Sage, FAIA, LEED AR
principal of Sage and Coombe
Architects

"l am hopeful that the crisis of the condi-
tion of the subways and the urgent need for
the Gateway project will lead to much more
sustained focus on transportation systems and
public pressure-and governmental response-
for more investment and rational coordination.
New York can't exist for long without a highly
functional, high-capacity public transportation
system; all other issues in how the city evolves
come back to how we get around."
-Rosalie Genevro, executive director of the
Architectural League

WHAT DO YOU
SEE AS A SIGN OF
PROGRESS TODAY?
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V 1988 BASOUIAT DIES

Artist Jean-Michel
Basquiat dies of heroin
overdose in his Great
Jones Street studio.
He is 27 years old.

< 1989 KEITH HARING

Artist Keith Haring
announces he has HlV.

Prices of his art soar.

New AIDS cases in the
city rise to 6,874. So

19,'182 New Yorkers
have died of AIDS

< 1988 AIDS MEMORIAT OUITT

0ne thousand panels ofthe
AIDS Ouilt are displayed on the
Great Lawn in Central Park.

The NYC Board of Education
votes to make condoms
available in high schools.
Religious conservatives object,
and three years later free
condoms are withdrawn.

< 199T ACT UP

Act UP stages a "Day of
Desperation" at Grand

Central, protesting that
President George H.W Bush
was spending billions on the
Gulf War while saying there
was no funding for AIDS
programs. New AIDS cases
in NYC: 9,072.

=FL
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a 199r tow utE
Luc Sante, a Belgian,
writes a love letter
to New York City's
underbelly of the
late 1gth and early
20th centuries,
celebrating the kind

of life that will be

increasing[y pushed

to the margins as the
decade progreses.

V 1988 "ROTTING APPLE"

An article inthe New
Republic refers to NYC

as a 'Hotting Apple."

ll

V I9S1 CROWN HEIGHTS RIOTS

An accident in which a car that belongs to the
motorcade of Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson,
the leader of the Chabad Jewish religious movement,
kills seven-year-old Gavin Cato, child of Guyanese
immigrants, triggers a three-day riot that turns the
black and 0rthodox Jewish residents of Crown
Heights against each other. 0ne 0rthodox Jewish
man is killed and several are injured.

V 1988 TOMPKINS S

NYC Parks Department
imposes a lam curfew on

Tompkins Square Park in an

attemptto remove the 150

homeless people that de facto
live in the park. A violent clash
between several hundred
protesters and the police

ensues. Conveniently, the park
is closed for renovation in l99l

1989 TREND REVERSAT >
David Dinkins wins the race against
Budy Giuliani for the mayor of New
York City. Under his watch, police

department hiring increases by 25%

and crime rates go down for three
consecutive years, ending a 30-year
upward spiral.

V 1995 SOUAT NO MOBE

Using a tank-like armored vehicle,
the police forcibly move into two
squatter buildings on 13th Street
under the pretext that the buildings
are in danger of collapse. The

officers, equipped with riot gear,

face the squatters (and their
sympathizersl, who took over the
buildings when the original owners
defaulted on their taxes during the
I 970s blight.

< t!xt2 HoME AI0NE 2

A few years after Donald
Trump buys the Plaza Hotel for
$407 million, the hotel accrues

$550 million of debt and Iiles
for bankruptcy protection.

Trump is removed from the
day-to-day operations of
the hotel but still allowed to
give directions to visitors. as

he did so well in his cameo
appearance in Home Alone 2.

PoucE RtoTs
thousand off-duty police officers gather around City

block traffic on the Brooklyn Bridge for nearly
hour to protest Mayor Dinkins's support for a more

civilian complaint review board. Rudy

Giuliani shows up to support the policemen, givi

fiery speech as a warm-up to the 1993 e
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  198S MEAN STREETS

The rape and assault of Central Park jogger Trish Meili leaves
her in a 12-day coma, prompting Donald Trump to publish a plea:
"Bring backthe death penalty, Bring back our police!" ln lgg0, a

tourist. Brian Watkins, is murdered at a 53rd Street subway station.
As if on cue, the first episode ol Law & lrder airs a few days later.

New York City's decades-long
experiment with one form'of law-
and-order behavioral regulation
has reached completion. ln
1994, newly elected Mayor Rudy

Giuliani implemented a zero-
tolerance policy towards minor
offenses as a way to prevent
more serious crime. ln the past

few years under Mayor Bill de

Blasio, the city has decriminalized
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< 1994 STARBUCXS |NVAS|0N
The first Starbucks in New York

City opens on the corner of
Broadway and 87th Street, just
as sales of the iconic Anthora
coffee cup reach a record 500

million annually. By 2015, that
number will drop to 200 million.

V 1936 PUBIIC ENEMY No,1
NYC crime rates plummet after
newly elected Mayor Rudy

Giuliani proclaims war on the
ubiquitous Squeegee Men,
another target in his broken
windows theory of urban decay.

1!195 ART OF THE DEAI >
During a helicopter ride from JFK,

President Bill Clinton makes an offer
to Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan
that he can't refuse: Clinton will
sell the recently vacated Governors
lsland for $1 if the city promises

to use the island as public space.
Proposals for the island include a

casino, five-star hotel, amusement
park, and University of the Earth, by

architect Michael Sorkin. In 2003,

the island is officially transferred
to the city.

1!I98 HUDSON BIVEB PARK>
After decade-long efforts,
Governor George Pataki signs
a law creating Hudson River
Park Trust for the construction
of the largest open space in

the city since the completion of
Central Park.

i:t

< 19!'3 WTCAITACK
Six people are killed and more than 1,000 inlured when a

van explodes in WTC's garage with the intent to topple the
towers. The attackers state thatthe attack was in response
to America's support for lsrael against Palestine.

<1!196 "ONE GOOD APPIE"
An article in Tne magazine about
the steep crime reduction in the
previous years refers to NYC as
"One Good Apple."

.".9.8*ia';r

V 1993 STATEN ISTAIUD VOTES

ln a 1993 nonbinding referendum,65%
of Staten lslanders vote for secession
from NYC. Rudy Giuliani runs his 1993

mayoral campaign on supporting the
borough's demands to close the Fresh

Kills Landfill and make the Staten
lsland Ferry free. The overwhelming
majority of Staten lsland votes for
Giuliani, tilting the scale just enough
to hand him victory over Dinkins, who
loses by 2.9%.

< 1996'0H,CRAP'
...exclaims Harvey Fierstein in
lndependence Day, in which aliens
destroy the Empire State Building with a

beam of light. The film willjoin a growing
consortium of films that imagine NYC

under attack: The Siege, Deep lmpact,
Godzilla, and The Peacemaker. Perhaps
the most ominous will be Arnageddon,
in which one of the WTC towers is set
ablaze by a series of meteors.

A I99!I BIBD'S I-AMENT
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< 1935 CON NYPD

The New York City transit
and housing police

agencies are consolidated
into the New York City

Police Department (NYPDI

t

199s SEX oUT 0F
law prohibits an adu

establishment in residential
and other neighborhoods if
more than 40% of its material
or floor space is dedicated
to adult materials, effectively
putting an end to the Ime
Squar

< 1994 SWIPE ME
MetroCard-compatible turnstiles
open on WafiStreet, three years
after the MTA approved the
magnetic card fare system.

A 1996 TOURISTS ARE COMING!
Thirty million tourists visit NYC in 1996.

A 1998 MARCH OF THE STIIIETOS
A few years after the elimination
of the 60-40 loophole, sex comes
back to the city, if in a slightly more
sanitized version. lt is, however,
secondary to the real star of the
show-shopping.

t9!n cENsATtoN >
Guiliani threatens to withdraw
city funding to the Brooklyn
Museum over the "Sensation"

exhibition, featuring Chris

Ofili's painting of the Virgin
Mary decorated with elephant
dung (which Donald Trump

calls "degenerate"), A
public outcry culminates
in a rally of support for the
museum. A federal court
bars the government from
using funding as a means to
coerce speech.

Louis Thomas Hardin, or Moondog, a

prolific composel musician, poet, and
inventor who influenced Philip Glass

and could often be seen dressed up

as a Viking on Sixth Avenue, dies in
M[inster, Germany.

< 1999 RIGHTTO PABTY

Since the mid-1990s, the corpse
of the antiquated Cabaret Law
is being happily reanimated by
Giuliani, who uses it to clean
up the drug-laden Manhattan
party scene. The Arata lsozaki-
designed Palladium becomes a

victim of real-estate pressure,
and the building is turned into
NYU student dorms.
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Fmarijuana possession, turnstile

jumping, and dancing in bars, and
stop-and-frisk tactics were ruled
unconstitutional. No spike in violent
crime ensued. Three timelines look
at three decades of New York City's
transformation from "0ne Rotting
Apple" to perhaps an overripe
one. Has the city finally come full
circle? Will history repeat itself?
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Brave new approaches to preservation are using the past as a palette.

\\/htt's olcl is neu,. Or is it u,hat's ne\\. ls olcli \\/hen it
conre s to aclaptive reLlse in Nerv Vrrk, a citv rrlwavs look-
ing backu,rrrd rrn.1 fbnvard, it's sor-ueu,here in Lren'u,cetr.

And the crc'atir.c tension betr,veen past a1-IC1 pre sclrt in this

1'rlzrcc, u.l-iich hrs rrlurrn's been one of rellse's qrc21t inr-tovrr

tion labs, is spurlins^ 11 ne\{,r.ariru-rt of the tvpologr'. While
still rcspccting tnd preserving thc ptrst, ildaptir.e Ler.rse is

bolclcr, more im:rgin:rtir.e, rlnd lcss orthodo-x irbout histor\',

and it's pr-Lsl-iinu Lrs to csscntiailr' rethink u,hrrt preser\ril-

tior-i nrezrn s.

Nerv Vrrk, of course , boasted one of the f]nitecl Strrtcs's

first r-r-iajor ex:rr-r-iprles of ,rdaptive reuse: Giorgio Cavrrgl-

ieri's lrtc 1960s convcrsion oi Crtlvert \raur and Frcd-
erick Clarke \\/itl'rers's splcndicl \rictorirrn-crrr Jellcrson
Nlarliet Courtl-iotisc into rr trrrurch of the Nen'\brk
Public Libran'. -lhis 

u,as onc of the early death krtclls tbr
llorle rr-iisnr's rlictatcs to terrl dou'n :rntl start over, cvel-i

u,hen rr btrilding's oriqinal use \\Ir.s no lottqcr viablc. So

nt'.ur\- revolutiot'i lrrv ie ( )1ls ( ,t' r'ett 't crllllc af tcr, sucli lls

Doneld ILrcld's SoHo rlpartnre 1rt, iI -ce nlilral 1970s aclapttr-

tion of inc|-rstriril stocli into lofi livir-rg; tl're l)rrrk Avenr.tc

Arr-norr-'s trrrnsfbrrnrrtior-t into lr bclovcd culttrt'irl sp;Ice itt
the mid-1980s; rrnd tirc crcation of tl'rc IJigh Liuc, otte

of t1-ic u,orlcl's carlicst rtnd nrost inrprrcttul conversiotts
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of industrial infrastructure into a park, opening to the
public in 2009.

Reuse has continued to mushroom, and now makes up
a hefty portion of the architectural work being carried
out in this (by American standards , anyw^y) history-
saturated city. Donald A1brecht, curator of 'Authentic-
ity and Innovation," AIANY's 2016 exhibition on the
inventive adaptive reuse of non-landmarked structures
in New York, admits to being "shocked" by how many
examples he found, and in how many permutations.
These included warehouses turned into movie theaters,
movie theaters turned into schools, schools turned into
housing, and, of course, factories turned into incubators
and tech nirvanas for the likes of Google.

As designers, clients, and officials have grown more
accustomed to such adaptations-often with quite
successful results-and as pressure to draw tenants
has ratcheted higher than ever (particularly with the
infusion of new offices in places like the World Tiade
Center and Hudson Yards), we're seeing yet another
evolution. Even when working with a landmarked
building, architects are becoming more emboldened to
insert their own visions-not minimizing or destroying
history, but fusing it with the present into something
new. With the help of deep research and advanced
technology, they're developing audacious innovations in

Even when working with a landmarked
building, architects are becoming more
emboldened to insert their own visions.

technique, space, material, program, narrative, and form
to help new buildings and developments stand out and
better serve their users.

"Not everything is precious," notes Ruchika Modi, stu-
dio director of PAU (Practice for Architecture and Urban-
ism), which is working on the reuse into creative offices of
one of the most publicized new examples of this shift, the
Domino Sugar Factory, a Lgth-century landmark on the
Williamsburg waterfront. "It can still be acted upon and
still be altered, and thatt not being disrespectful."

PAU's approach, recently approved by New York's
Landmarks Preservation Commission, inserts a new
barrel-vaulted glass building inside the factory, set back
from the original fagade on all sides. The plan, says

Modi, won't just provide the natural light, floor heights,
and new technology that companies need, but will offer
users a completely new interaction with history. Offices,
set back from the fagade, will take in several levels of
original windows, while terraces will float berween old

OPPOSITE: Reconstructed graffiti on N Architects's exterior for
design incubator A/D/O. ABOVE: Jefferson Market Library, looking
southwest from West lOth Street, under renovation circa'1965.

and new; open to the sky. The open ground floor will be

filled with halls, shops, and eateries.
"You're being made aware of this history, this presence,

in a whole new waf," Modi points out. "There's noth-
ing like this." It's certainly a leap from architects Beyer
Blinder Belle's earlier reuse plan, a more conventional
approach whose major intervention was a glass addition
above. Modi stresses that her firm never intended to cre-
ate this type of experience; it grew out of careful investi-
gation of the building, which PAU found was composed
of three separate buildings mashed together, often without
any floorplates.

It's that type of discovery, resulting in unexpected forms
of interaction with the past, that excites Jorge Otero-
Pailos, principal and founder of Otero-Pailos Studio, and
director of Historic Preservation at Columbia University's
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preserva-
tion (GSAPP), where he recently launched the school's
new PhD program in Historic Preservation. "It takes
time and a little bit of experimenting and risk taking," he
explains. The key to this experimenting with history, he
points out, is understanding it, not forcing an agenda or a

preconceived program on it. "We're seeing contemporary
expressions merging with existing structures," he adds. "I
find that really interesting and important because archi-
tects can have a signature. It's very liberating."
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A historic refinery at Domino Sugar Factory site on the Williamsburg
waterfront is reimagined by PAU as an office building with public and

retail space on the ground floor.

One of his favorite new examples is N Architects's

ND/O,a design incubator occupying a former warehouse

in Greenpoint, Brookly..The firm's approach, he says, was

to "remix" the building, piecing together old and new in un-
expected ways. Instead of breaking the structure into rooms

or creating large, undifferentiated spaces, both common

reuse strategies, the team employed a combination of exist-

ing and new materials to form highly variable connections

between equally variable spaces that bleed subtly into one

another.Th.y also removed a triangular piece of the building
to create a new entrance porch, rebuilding the fagade here

with reconstituted graffiti, using a jumble of the warehouse's

original bricks. The punctuation mark is a reflective "kalei-

doscopic periscope" cut into the ceiling, which joins views of
the Brooklyn and Manhattan skyline into a single view.

Work AC's Stealth Building, the conversion of one of
SoHo's oldest cast-iron industrial buildings into a townhouse

residence, is similarly inventive in its blend of old and new.To

mask the bulk of its rooftop addition, the firm designed three

metal-clad projections, drawing formally on the triangular

pediment of the historic Carey Building next door. Open

planned interiors, connected by glass-enclosed and float-

ing stairways, open to terraces and balconies. The firm also

collaborated with artist Michael Hansmeyer to create new

GFRC-molded versions of the building's lost Corinthian col-

umn capitals. Hansmeyer created a digital script that allowed

the classical floral elements of the Corinthian order to "grow"

fractally,resulting in a digitally fabricated design that adheres

to the old proportions, but is composed of clearly new forms.

"I think adaptive reuse and historic preservation are the

frontiers of architecture right now," notes Amale Andraos,

Work AC co-founder and dean of Columbia GSAPP.
"We've been finding ways to combine old and new, and

in the process to push the boundaries of new. A lot of it is,

how do you move beyond the basic modernist language that

has been the default when you work with old buildings?

How do you have more fun?"

Such fusion of technology and history is also at the heart of
ODAs t}Jay Street, a conversion of a former sugar refinery on

the DIIMBO waterfront into offices.The brickbuilding's new

faceted glass and steel curtain wall was designed in Revit-"this
type of complexity has to be designed in three dimensions from

day one," notes ODA Principal Eran Chen-and prefabricated

oflsite.The building draws on the triangular steel trusses of the

Manhattan Bridge next door, the branching trees in the park in

front, the old factory's latticed wood trusses and piecemeal addi-

tions, and even the crystalline forms of sugar crystals.

"Context isnt just a matter of visual proportions or mate-

riahty," adds Chen. "It can also be the narrative, the story line

of the neighborhood." Inside, the story of the building adds

welcome diversity to office spaces, with each floor containing

its own floor heights and its own combination of original ele-

ments, from vaulted brick ceilings to exposed iron columns.

Sometimes the boldest new part of an adaptive reuse is less

woven into the project itsel-f but nonetheless contextual. Morris
Adjmi Architects's 520 West 26th Street, a commercial office

project next to the High Line in Chelsea, pulls together the past

with the present through a contemporary steel-framed addition

that floats over the original brickwarehouse,which the firm is

"l think adaptive reuse and historic
preservation are the frontiers of
architecture right now."-Amale AndraCIs

also renovating.The Vierendeel truss structure, supported on

each side by bully cores, is a bridge-like form inspired by the

area's industrial infrastructure. Adjmi has performed similar old

and new mixes throughout the city, from a glass box insertion at

the Wlthe Hotel in Williamsburg to a torquing brick topping

for Samsung at 837 Washington in the Meatpacking District.

New additions like this can provide designers breathing

room to experiment with the old. Deborah Berke Partners's

renovation of an East Village public school into the 122

Community Arts Center includes a rear addition, clad in
a perforated steel scrim, whose circulation let the firm pull
the vertical core out of the original structure, allowing it to
unif,, what had been a jumbled hodgepodge of spaces. The

addition also lightens the original fagade without compro-

mising its classical dimensions.

The key to these rypes of additions, notes Ad.jmi, is en-

suring, via a sensitive approach, that both new and old get

better through their interaction. "I think you will see more
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TOP: The Warehouse
at 52O West 2Oth
Street by Morris
Adjmi Architects, a

commercial office
building.

RIGHT: 122

Community Arts
Center by Deborah
Berke Partners
transforms a f ive-
story historic school
building to better
house four arts
groups and one
com m u n ity-service
organization, near the
High Line in Chelsea.
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of this," he says. "The d1'nnmics of need and use are start-

ing to shape the wat'these tl/pes of buildings are seen."The

other alternative, particularly if a building isn't lirr-rdmarked,

he adds, is often demolition.
"Buildings created L00 years ago are totally unprepared

for the next 100 l'ears; we're tnodernizing thern for the

next 100 years," says Brooks Slocurn, studio manager

at SGA Architects. For its reuse of the United Chari-
ties Building, a Beaux-Arts masterpiece in the Flatiron
District, SGA scanned e\,'ery floor and mapped the space

into :r point cloud model, allowing the firm to survey the

space in Revit. This provided a much cle:rrer depiction of
the mess it had become and enabled the team to radically

open spaces that had been cluttered and wasted. The firm

built and extended an interpretation of the long-covered

per-rthouse skvlight, mergine it with new ffrezz:rnines and

workspaces, and convinced the clients to preserve the old

assernblr, hall for a restaurant, rather than chopping it into

ban:rl ret:lil sp2lces. "The building is breathing again," says

Slocum. "It feels realli'wild havir-rg a bLrilding come back

to life after all these years."

Younger workers and their tech and creative firms,

equally r-rninspired by new developrnents with no local

character or bv incre:rsinglr' familiar warehouses conver-

sions, are especially drawn to this hybrid of old and new,

evidenced not just bv the projects noted here, but bv

Google's moves into Chelsert and (soon) Pier 57, Kick-
starter's headquarters in Gree npoitlt, and so manY more.
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TOP: Studio V's Empire Stores creates new interior spaces inside a

defunct coffee warehouse. ABOVE: Formerly known as the United
Charities Building, 287 ?ark Avenue South is being redeveloped into
modern offices with interiors designed by SGA.

The blurring boundarv befween old and new, howevet is

making some people nervous about the sar-rctity of histon
and the muddling of what story a building is telling. Simeon

Bankofi chair of the Historic Districts Council, is not against

adaptive reuse) but he feels that inserting too much modernity

into historic projects runs the risk of removing the historical

presence of existing buildings, and confusing the public about

what is old and what is new. "There are invasive strategies and

there are less invasive strategies," he sa1rs. "Architecrure is a

public art. You have to think about who your audience is."

Bankoffsays the situation has gotten worse under a plan-

ning commission pressured by the ciry to approve too much.
"lJnder this current mayoral administration, with a very am-

bitious growth agenda," he notes, "a11 the agencies have been

instructed to proceed with as minimal regulation as possible."

Andraos says the landmarks commission is no pushover,

and thinks its challenges help drive her firm to develop its

research. "When you're try/ing to present an alternate, you

have to make a ver)/ strong case," she notes. "There should

be a line between acceptable and unacceptable, but how 1,ou
draw the line is up fbr r-regotiation, and vou have to argue

for it."The original plans for 10 Jav Street and Domino
were turned down :rt first, and the architects of both those

projects believe the rejection made the end results better.

Andraos posits that fusing old and new actuallv
respects the past more than treating it in a precious, sac-

rosanct war,. She calls it a real, deeper relationship with
historr', not a surface one.

"We're in a way taking it more seriously, as something
that's alive rather than something you freeze and fe-
tishize," she says. "It's alive and changing and evolving.
We're allowing these structures to live today." r
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AISC introduces five new cateqories to give your designs

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE.
AESS 1. AESS 2. AESS 3 . AESS 4. AESS C

See an AESS Sample Specification, Cost Matrix, Shop Drawings and Sample lmages at

wvvw.aisc.org/aess.
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The city will evolve, but its buildings must, too, writes Justin Davidson.
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New York is constandy being recycled. A vet's office becomes a restaurant, which gives way to a bank Alr
abandoned rail line metamorphoses into a parlq a warehouse into apartments, a church into a concert hall.
An abandoned pier acquires a skate parlc In a living organism, one generation of cells replaces another, but
their functions remain the same.In a big, dense city, the opposite is true: its component parts endure only if
their functions are frce to change..When a space has oudived its usefirlness, it must adapt or go.

New York's future depends on the usefi.rlness of its relics. An ancient subway qrstem must continue to
serve as it always has (only better), or the city will degrade. But three other o1d urban dogs will have to learn
new tricl$: skyscrapers, stores, and streets. These elements are so basic and so perv'asive that neighborhoods
form and shift around them. And yet it's not clear that they can bend to the futuret needs.

We hale spent decades repurposing the architecttual detritus of a time when America's economy was
based on making, shipping, storing, and se11ing...stuff Cheap, sturdy, and standardized, industrial buildings
turned out to be perfecdy suited to uses that would have fummoxed the workers who first occupied them.
You could punch a hole in the w"all to bring in new machinery or stick on another structure when the com-
pany grew. Mills, sweatshops, and box plants shared qualities-high ceiJings, abundant square footage, and
plenty of daylight-that later made them splendid homes, restaurants, boutiques, theaters, and museums,

How will the architecture fare when the consulting firms, media
conglomerates, real estate companies, and financial giants that
have yet to move in eventually decide it's time to move on?

Today's monsters are more britde. One day, perhaps soon, the new glass towers currendy being polished
to completion at Hudson Yards will be obsolete behemoths, their vast foors and orpensive upkeep unten-
able in a work world that is sure to be transformed again in the next generation,just as it was in the last.
How will the architectr-ue fare when the consulting firms, media conglomerates, real estate companies,
and financial giants that have yet to move in eventually decide it's time to move on? Will these towers be
treated like the juggemauts of the 19th century as raw material for a world we carit conceive? Or will they
follow the fate of SOM's Union Carbide Building at 270 Park Avenue, which J.P. Morgan Chase plans to
tear down and uade in for something in a bigger size?

The storefront is already going through that identity crisis. Online shopping, global brands, and foam-
ing real estate prices are propagating an epidemic of dark shop windows. When rents subside, restawants,
bookstores, and quirlg boutiques will fiIl a few of those vacancies-but not all. As retail stumbles, trem-
bling, into a turbid future, first-foor New York will have to 6nd new pulposes. Otherwise, street life will
die and with it, the rest ofthe city.

However indoor New York changes, on the slcyline or the ground, the public realm ourcide will need a
rejuvenating treatment, too. The 20th-century model for an urban thoroughfare-two each of sidewalks,
parking lanes, and traffic lanes-already seems cumbersome, dated, and unacceptably dangerous. Why
should massive steel containers, either motionless and empty or moving and nearly empty, monopolize so

much shared land, pushing pedestrians up against the wall? Those crisscrossed strips of open space predate
the automobile and will surely outlast it-but figuring out how will require a massive, collectire effort.

New York can continue to batde its way through disaster, depression, attack, and rapacity. But for
that to happen, the subway will have to improve, and the next generation must figure out how to
recycle our legacy ofskyscrapers, stores, and streets. Maybe drones will ferry tomatoes from 80th-foor
hothouses to storefront urban farmers' markets, where customers can finger them for ripeness, then
safely bike them home. Itt just a thought. r
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240 miles of new bike lanes to be created by 2010;2006
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Bloomberg becomes the NYC mayor for a third time, 2009
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264 arrested in bicycle protest during Critical Mass before RNC, 2004

Christo and Jeanne-Claude in Central Park,2005
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If youd told an attendee of the 1988 AIA Convention that,30
years later, Manhattaris waterfront would be ringed by an al-
most continuous greenway, and rows of designer towers would
be mounted along it like Corbusian wedding cakes, you'd have

been met with pitying expressions of disbelief Yet today, New
York's shorelines, if not quite vibrant urbanistic al7y, are increas-
ingly lined with active and programmed parks, recreational
facilities, and luxury towers. Moreover, at least the oudine of a
vision exists-and the start of implementation-for a resilient
urban ecology for the next 100 years in the aftermath of Hur-

John Street entrance to Brooklyn
Bridge Park, designed by Michael
Van Valkenburgh Associates.

ricane Sandy. The shoreline is launched on an utterly opposite
trajectory to the dire situation of the late'80s.

Often missed in our collective memory of NewYorkt
deindustriahzation is the practically nuclear effect of con-

tainerization on waterfront land use: In the decades after the
world's first container terminal opened in Elizabeth, New

Jersey, rn 1962,nearly every pier and upland warehousing
facility and manufacturing trade along the water fell into ruin.
Containerization reduced 97o/o of the cost of offioading goods

from ships in various odd-sized boxes for delivery. Now it

t

In recent decades, New York's historically hardworking shoreline
has transformed to redefine the city for the 21st century.

BY STEPHEN ZACKS
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Skidmore Owings & Merrill's first
report for the Downtown Lower
Manhattan Association on Lower
Manhattan planning

Elizabeth-Port
Authority Marine
Terminal opens world's
first container port

South Street Seaport
preservation

World Trade
Center opening

First Art on the Beach
on World Trade Center
landfill
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Market opens in
the Bronx
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could roll offtankers direcdy onto trucks and trains, requiring
cleared space for stacking and loading containers instead of
warehouses for storing and repackaging them, and intermodal
connections to highways and rails to bypass the gas-fumed

pile-up of frozen traffic in Lower Manhattan.

Often missed in our collective memory
of New York's deindustrialization is
the practically nuclear effect of
containerization on waterfront land use.

Ten years later, passage of the Clean Water Act opened

up a new opportunity for the city's relation to the river.

Informal activities began to flourish in the 1970s, such

as the performances and temporary sculptures organized
by Alanna Heiss for the Brooklyn Bridge Event; Gordon
Matta-ClarHs Dayi End sculprural intervention, cutting
of a half-moon through the abandoned Navy Pier; and the

Art on the Beach series organrzed by Creative Time on the
World Tiade Center landfill. By the 1980s, the best hope

for reshaping the Hudson riverfront was the Westway proj-
ect, which would have capped the West Side arterial high-

way with parks. But it we.s killed in 1985 by opponents of
development, with nothing but a task force in place to find
an alternative.

Nonetheless, the future city could have been predicted

by the fust projects on the r:eclaimed land of Battery Park

Ciry led by Alex Cooper and Stanton Eclstut's proto-New
Urbanism site plan.Its design was celebrated for introducing
traditional streetscapes into the blank slate of the landfill, con-

necting it to Lower Manhattan's sffeet grid, and implanting
bucolic waterfront parl6 to give form to its commercial and

housing developments.The project saved the Battery Park City
Authority from near-default on its $200 million in bonds and

defined the assumptions th,rt would be scripted into the next

hal-Fcentury of New York vraterfront development. Starting
with Cesar Pelli's World Firancial Center (1985) and the

Rector Place apartment cornplexes by Charles Moore, Gruzen

Samton Steinglass, David lirody &Associates, andJames

Polshelq the new neighbort'ood lost its original mixed-income

intentions and became a ga::ed community catering to upper-

income earners in the Financial District. Yet its profits ended

up subsidizing public housing for decades.

"The city had abused the river for so long, it was time,"
said Alex Cooper. "That rvas what was so startling about
it: It was almost the first project that recognized the

LEFT: The Hudson River Park lrust commissioned Thomas Balsley
(2OOO) and later Michael Van y'alkenberg (2O1O) to design sections
of Chelsea Cove. ABOVE: Wat:rfront around Hudson River Park
Boathouse, Pier 95, designed l>y architect Richard Dattner & Partners
(2OO7) with landscape design by Miceli Kulik Williams.

Cooper and
Eckstut plan
for Battery
Park City

West Side
Elevated Highway
shut down

James Rouse's
Pier 17 Pavilion

Socrates Sculpture Park

Battery Park City's first
development, Rector
Place, opens

Arl on the Beach at
Hurrters Point: site
plan by artist Jackie
Ferrara and Billie Tsien

Last section
of West Side
Elevated
demolished

1979 1982 1985 r986 r988 r989
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waterfront as so important. And that's why it was so

financially successful. It wasn't the buildings, it wasn't
the parking on the streets-it was the river. It was that
crucial. But not many other projects opened themselves

up so much to the river. In the last 10 years, it's become

absolute convention."
On the East RiveqJames Rouse's development of Pier

1.7 into a festival marketplace in L9B5 recalls the desperate
lack of access to capital for public projects of that time.
South Street Seaport leveraged a decommissioned section
of the fish market to pay for historic preservation of the
district's L9th-century warehouses, creating a waterfront
mal1 that served as an attraction for a while. On the Hud-
son, in 1995, Chelsea Piers converted piers 59 through 62
into a sports complex with a golf driving range, bowling
alley, hockey rink, track, rock climbing gym, and event
space. Its forbidding fagade appealed to the big-box
urbanism taking over the rest of the country, but destroyed
the Warren &Wetmore arrival hall that once welcomed
waterborne visitors in grand style. Little is left of these

historic waterfront structures apart from the 1909 Battery
Maritime Building, the only relic preserved from an ere-

when ferries formed a vital transportation network, now a

hub for ferries to Governors Island.

"Battery Park City was almost the first
project that recognized the waterfront
as so important. And that's why it was
so f inancially successf ul ." -AJex Cooper

The systematic contours of a new land use policy began to
emerge as early as 1.992,when Wilbur Woods, director of City
Planning Commission's Waterfront and Open Space Divi-
sion,led stakeholders in defining22 stretches of natural and

public areas, industrial zones, and redevelopment districts in
the Comprehensive Waterfront Plan, which the state formal-
rzed in the 2002 Waterfront Revitalization Program. The plan

gathered input from community boards, the Port Authoriry
the Army Corp of Engineers, the Parks Department, New
York State Department of Conservation, unions, longshore-

men, environmental groups, and the all-powerful real estate

community to come up with a set of compromises.
"It was not a singular grand plan by a group of visionary

designers," said Kevin Bone, who in 1999 published Zbe Neu
York Waterfront: Evolution and Building Culture of the Port
and Harbor, examining the disappearing port infrastructure
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rezoning passed

Daniel Libeskind master plan for
World Trade Center

Hudson River
Park Act

World Trade
Center attack
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TOP: Current flood zones in Lower Manhattan and northern
Brooklyn. ABOVE: Area of Greenpoint Landing master plan by
Handel Architects.

of the city. "It was hard-vron public policy that was batded
out in the trenches.It attr:mpted to say that we can find a

hybrid solution where sorne interests are addressed in some

locations along the 500 nriles ofwaterfront around New
York City. So we could hrwe a recreational waterfront, an

ecological waterfront, a working waterfront, and develop-

ment opportunities along the waterfront."
It wasn't until L998 that New York State passed the

Hudson River Park Act, dedicating $120 million to a

continuous pedestrian and bike path and park on top of
the piers stretching frorr, Battery Park City to Riverside
Park. These features so quickly and seamlessly filled up
with recreational activities that it's hard to remember
when they were not there. Hudson River Park Tiust sub-
sequently commissioned Abel Bainnson Bttz to design
the first pier-to-park conversions in Greenwich Village
(2003), followed by an uptown boathouse by Richard
Dattner &Partners at Clinton Cove (2007); sections of
Chelsea Cove by Thomar; Balsley (2000), Michael Van

Valkenberg (2010), and (lR Studio (2010); and the re-
design of Pier 66by Miceli KulikWilliams and Richard
Dattner (2007).

Hudson River Park and rezoningactions ushered in a
Gold Coast effect, using a methodology that dominated the
2000s: The real estate indtrstry tapped leading "starchitects"

to design boutique condos,,which had the effect of increas-

ing profits almost limidesr;ly. Celebrities snapped up the first
of these by Richard Meier, 15-story orthogonal glass towers

Ltl73 md176 P"q, Strer:t (2002) mdt76 Charles Street
(2005)-"a glorious future for waterfront development,'

proclaimed a NeuYorkTiines real estate story-with high
ceilings and open-plan interiors modeled after the loft-sryle
spaces Bohemians made firshionable in the 1960s and'70s.It
was the dawn of a new agt: of the modern high-rise condo.

Frank Gehry's frosted confection of an IAC headquarters
(2007) put a cherry on top of the era before the mortgage-

backed securities crisis purportedly ushered in a new auster-

ity.It didnt last long.

While overall housing construction in the city kept up a

rabid pace, the relatively sle epy progress of shoreline devel-

opment in the 2000s c&nnot be compared to the velocity of
change set in motion by the opening of the High Line in
2009.With the city still in a slowdown, Ennead's 18-story

Standard Hotel opened in.2009, the High Line running

through its sculptural footfurgs, and in 2010,Jean Nouvel's
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Fulton Fish Market closes

Frederic Schwartz's Staten
lsland Ferry terminal

Richard Meier's'165 Charles
Street condo

Jonathan
Kirschenfeld's
Floating Pool

Frank Gehry's IAC
Building

FXFowle's Northsid,e Piers

Michael Van Valkenburgh's
Brooklyn Bridge Park opens
first sections

Diller Scofidio and
James Corner's High
Line opening

West 8's master plan for
Governors lsland

Jean Nouvel's lOO Eleventh
Avenue condos
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A waterfront park planned for Greenpoint Landing, designed by
James Corner Field Operations in Handel Architect's master plan.

23-story curving corner tower at 100 Eleventh Avenue rock-
eted the edge of Chelsea into a space race.Lagging indica-
tors of the 2000s, they were reborn into the new formalism
of the 2010s: Ever more defamiliarizingtowers by BIG,
Zaha Hadid, Neil Denari,Thomas Heatherwick, and SHoP
populated the cityb edge from Battery Park City to 57th
Street. The Whitney Museum's 2015 move to a Renzo Piano

building, shaped like a Parisian garret overviewing the park
and the High Line, punctuated a soaring view of theJersey

A glassy and glossy city rose along the
East River in Williamsburg and Long
lsland City, employing an inclusionary
zoning model.

skies with an epic entry plaza.New York City homelessness

doubled during the same time period, according to the New
York City Department of Homeless Services and Human
Resource Administration.

Much of the initial zoning action involved parks and
special waterfront districts in Williamsburg and Greenpoint,
Long Island Ciry Dumbo, Stapleton on Staten Island, and
the Far West Side of Manhattan, among others, created
with the goal of remediating industrial sites, providing pub-
lic access, and incentivizing housing development. By the

time the Bloomberg Administration released its Vision 2020
comprehensive waterfront zoningplan in 201,1,,the city had

already acquired nearly 1,250 acres as parkland. A glassy and

glossy city rose along the East River in Williamsburg and

Long Island Ciry employing an inclusionary zonins model
that required waterfront developments to allocate 20o/o to
300/o of its units to affordable housing.

Did any of the builders and buyers notice that in 2072,
storm surges during Hurricane Sandy had flooded all these

areas, causing $19 billion in damage-and were expected to
only get worse in the coming decades? Yes, they did. "Look-
ing back on it today, there's a challenge in that we've taken

this place of opportunity that's now become a place to manage

risk," said Robert Freudenberg, vice president of energy and

environment at the Regional Plan Association. "Now we're

facing a crisis at our waterfront in terms of how to manage

it with climate change, sea level rising, and more intense and
increasing storms."

More aggressive FtrMA flood maps issued after Sandy
would force thousands of properties to carry food insurance,

potentially costing vulnerable low-income homeowners in
Brooklyn and Qreens an additional $3,000 each year. The

city's own plan aims to limit FtrMAs flood maps and use en-

gineered solutions within the 100-year flood zone to preserve

land values, which more than doubled from 2070 to 20t4.Yet
the waterfront parks did form a moderate buffer during the
storm. "tese parks are not just a place to have good recre-

ational use-they are buffers against the threats we now facer"

said Freudenberg. "That foresight was very good by the ciry
and we're also beginning to see how we can reimagine these

parks as places that both provide recreational amenities and
absorb the water."

Even before the storm, the Waterfront Alliance con-
vened a green engineering task force on waterfront design,
which established the need for common design guidelines.
"It's so complicated and hard to do anything there," said

Kate Boicourt, Waterfront Alliance's program manager,
"because you've got 10 different agencies, changing things
like sea-level rise, and a lot of different jurisdictions from
a regulatory perspective. Developers and designers find it
really hard. When Sandy hit, there was a real need to jump
into action."

Sandy served as the wake-up call that pushed the Water-
front Alliance and city agencies to create new guidelines that
make waterfront parks and developments more resilient based

SHoP's East River Esplanade
first three phases
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ne Weiss/Manf redi's SOM's One
World Trade
Center opens
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South Waterfront
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Dattner Architects and WXY's
Spring Street Salt Shed

Renzo Piano Building
Workshop's Whitney Museum

Handel Architects's
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pilot on Gowanus
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on higher flood leve1 and sea-level rise estimates.In 2015,

the Waterfront Alliance issued its comprehensive Waterfront
Edge Design Guidelines to promote resilience, ecology, and

ecology at the water's edge, expanded this year to serve as a

LEED-like national design standard. ln 2017, the Mayor's

Office of Resilience and Recovery issued its Climate Resil-

ience Design Guidelines. Part of the goal is to educate archi-

tects as well as the public about the issues and to improve the

design process itself. Fortunately, there's more community in-
volvement now than in the days when the Rockefellers could

hire SOM to draw up designs for the World Trade Center
and Battery Park City and push them through planning with
no input from stakeholders. "We go out and communicate

with our community partners about what is waterfront de-

velopment, what are the options, and what is it going to look
like," said Boicourt. "There's a lot more communiry control
and influence on waterfront projects, and we want to make

sure those decisions are informed and engaged."

New parks like Bushwick Inlet Park are beginning to
anticipate a projected 15- to 75-inch, 100-year sea-level rise

in their designs.In developments like Greenpoint Land-
ing, Handel Architects and James Corner Field Opera-
tions raised the edge by three to five feet within the entire

11-building,5,500-unit project along the East River and

AECOM Red
Hook Strategic
Plan

Newtown Creek. Along the East River, BIG and Starr

Whitehouse's East Side Coastal Resiliency Project-initi-
ated as a result of the Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development's Rebuild by Design Hurricane Sandy

Design Competition-would outfit 2.2 miles of the Lower
Manhattan shoreline from the end of SHoP's East River
Esplanade up to 25th Street with levees disguised as parks

and bike paths to protect upland property from flooding.
This combination of park and surge barrier has already

been implemented in parks like Michael Van Valkenburgh's

Brooklyn Bridge Park.

"One question we have looking forward: Now that
we've put so many people and so much new development
at the waterfront, what are we going to look back on in
30 years and say we did right or should have done dif-
ferently?" said Freudenberg. "Building to high-resilience
standards is no longer a luxury, it's a necessity." r
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Steven Holl's
Hunters Point
Community Library

2019 FUTURE
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River Park
Pier 55

EDC Hunters
Point South
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SCAPE
Gowanus
Lowlands

BIG and Starr
Whitehouse's
East Side Coastal
Resiliency Project

Perkins + Will
Newtown Creek
and Flushing
Waterways
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A month or so after Hurricane Katrina, I visited the Gulf Coast of Mississippi, where a bucolic string
of waterfront towns had been inundated by a monster storm surge-nearly 28 feet high at its worst-
that tore casino barges from their moorings, leveled antebellum mansions, and wiped quaint business

districts from the map. In the pars that followed, I occasionally retumed to the region and marveled at
the way people rebuilt. In so-called "velocity zones,"where FEMA base flood elevation regulations re-
quired new construction to be 10 to 20 feet above grade, otherwise ordinary single-family homes were

suddenlyjacked up like 6re towers.

Later, after hurricanes Irene and Sandy hit closer to home, I started noticing similar houses along the

Jersey Shore, everything from litde beach coftages to massive Victorians hovering a story or two above

the ground like PoMo spaceships.
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ln the face of extreme weather, we're still dancing at the water's edge, writes Karrie Jacobs.
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Elevating one's waterfront home is a logical move and, in many locations, mandatory one, but it's not
very elegant. While boosting individual homes so they sit above incoming ter does offer families
a modicum of protection, it isolates them from the sffeet and from each The sffategy also advances

the fiaion that the most vulnerable areas can continue to be inhabited ifwe
warming,I should point out, is a by-product of human ingenuity; ifwe were

ingenious enough. Global
half as clever as we be-

lieve ourselves to be, we would have ,lt *dy ceded the most vulnerable to the forces of nature.

While the jacked-*p houses ofWaveland, Mississippi, and Long Beach, ew Jersey, look absurd, the
epicenter of ridiculousness is right here in New York Ciry We, too, have ty zones, areas that must
be evacuated in case of hurricanes.These expanses are known in local parlance as Zones 1

and2,and they're represented on maps as long bands of red-orange and ge that color almost all
zones only grow largerthe city's waterfronts. If you check out the flood maps for 2050, those

and deeper. According to a document on flood risk put out by New York S planning department,
"sea levels are expected to increase 8 to 30 inches by the 2050s, and as as 15 to 75 inches by the
end of the century." Certain parts of the ciry like Coney Island, the and areas adjacent to

Jamalica, Bay-Kennedy Airport, for example-seem fated to disappear

areas will just flood with greater regularity.

Other waterfront

!f we were even as half as clever as we believe o rselves to be,
we would have already ceded the most vulnerab e waterfronts to
the forces of nature.

No*, think of the spots where new development is proceeding apace: It's Zones L and 2,the post-
industrial waterfronts of Long Island Ciry Qreens, and Brooklyn nergh

Greenpoint, DIIMBO, and Red Hook. New glass boxes and towers are

the Gowanus Canal in Brooklyn and the Harlem River in the Bronx.

like Williamsburg,
up along the banks of

So the high-rise buildings that are going up along the New York City terfronts are the cosmo-
politan answer to the Gulf Coast's houses on stilts, aeries that promise to their occupants safe

and dry (even though occupants in both places will surely be forced to ahead of a storm).
rental towers nearSome,like the recently completed American Copper Buildings, a pair of

the East River in Manhtttan,have prepped for the worst by installing
wil, in theory crank out enough power to keep the elevators running,

generators that
working, and

cell phones charged even if the nearest Con Ed substation is submerged.

on the Domino site in Williamsburg, are separated from the water by un
crafted strips of park, intended to slow and absorb floodwaters. A11 these

,like the buildings
y generous and well-

ew buildings must adhere

to post-Sandy building codes that require mechanical systems to be above flood level. Re-

gardless, a hurricane-driven storm surge can still cause enough structural
ing uninhabitable temporarily or, perhaps, permanendy.

age to render a build-

We like to believe that our tall buildings are safe and sffong, and that will protect us from what-
ever comes. However, we've learned the hard way that this isrt't always the . From where we sit in
20t8,as every spare strip of waterfront is developed, it's not hard to a time-let's say 2A50-
when the water's edge is lined with gleaming high-rises, all of them as

factories, warehouses, and wharfs they once replaced. I
and depopulated as the
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Thirty percent of all apartments from 49th to 7fth Streets between F fth and Park are vacant at least 10 months a year
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Today we take for granted that dense urban living is

less resource-intensive and therefore greener than its
rural and suburban counterparts. Indeed, the average

New Yorker is responsible for roughly one-third of the
carbon emissions of the average American, according
to the 2015 Inoentory of Nea:York City Greenltouse Gas

Ernissions. This is due largely to pervasive public trans-
portation and small apartments with shared walls that
insulate one another. Moreover, cities are beginning to
supersede state and national governments as the creative

cauldrons of effective, large-scale environmental policies.
The innate greenness of cities is now so broadly accepted

that it's hard to remember that not too long ago, every-
one believed the exact opposite. Cities were decadent,

polluted, and artificial, and the countryside was whole-
some, clean, and natural, as exemplified in two com-
ments by Frank Lloyd Wright: "To look at the cross-

section of any plan of a big ciry is to look at something
like the section of a fibrous tumor" and "Study nature,
love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you."

This is the little-known story of how New York City
architects and their enlightened clients, eventually sup-
ported by city and state officials, inverted that paradigm,
brought the environment into the ciry and scaled sus-

tainability over the course of three decades.

Back in the t970s, New York City was moving toward
a crisis point that overtly exposed its highly toxic envi-
ronment. Along with its economic and social woes, the
city was an environmental catastrophe. Its air was filthy
due to coal- and oil-burning furnaces, waste-burning
incinerators, and vehicles without emissions controls,
and its great harbor was fouled by the dumping of raw
sewage nearby at sea. At that point, it would have been

hard to imagine that cities-particularly traditional
dense cities-had environmental benefits.

Back in the 197Os, New York City was
moving toward a crisis point that overtly
exposed its highly toxic environment.

Many New Yorkers embraced the countercultural
movements of the late '60s and '70s and looked out-
side urban areas for a greener alternative. In America's
great transcendentalist tradition, they renounced city
life, joined back-to-the-land communes, and cultivated
rural self-reliance. Out of this individualistic, off-the-
grid strain of the counterculture came many of the first
experiments in green buildings, typically small passive

solar houses, often based on vernacular models and

constructed of natural materials. The era's bible, Tbe

OPPOSITE: Roof detail of HOK':; St. George Ferry Terminal, completed
in 2OO5. ABOVE: lnterior of the National Resources Defense Council's
offices by Croxton Collaborativ€r, completed in 1989.

CROXTON COLLABO RATIVE
NRDC HEADQUARTE RS (1987-1989)
40 WEST 2OTH STRE:ET

ln his 2014 book Explosic,n Green, David Gottfried,
founder of the U.S. Greerr Building Council and a histo-
rian of the green buildingr movement, concluded that
the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) project
was "likely the first sustainably designed office space in
the country, addressing light, air, energy, and occupant
health and productivity." He points out that energy use
in the office was "75%o m()re efficient than the norm"
and that "the level of fresh air supplied to the space was
six times higher than required by the prevailing stan-
dard," creating "a slight breeze." Most importantly, a Con
Edison study monitoring the performance of the space
over the next 24 months Jemonstrated energy use
had come in at .55 watts cer square feet while produc-
ing staggering amounts c,f fresh air. These results were
accomplished through th,: innovative layout, generous
daylighting (possible in part by removing the existing
dropped ceiling), and cut[ing-edge lighting design. ln
a New York Times article (:overing the project, archi-
tect Randy Croxton stresr;ed the "off-the-shelf" nature
of key components. "There is not one technological
breakthrough here," he told the lr'mes. "The individual
pieces-like that lamp-arrybody can buy. We didn't
invent it. But that combin,:tion, that assembled perfor-
mance of the system in place, is unique."
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Section of NRDC offices showcasing daylighting strategy.

Whole Eartlt Catalog, featured low-energy houses made

of rammed earth and straw bales-technologies that
would have been decidedly out of place in a dense urban
environment like, say, Times Square. Tinged with a rural
utopianism, these early experiments seemed inapplicable
and therefore irrelevant to the vast building stock of the
nation's struggling cities.

Paradoxically, perhaps, the ea;-,ly 1960s also saw social
activism that would help later generations rediscover the
great strengths of cities. Jane Jacobs, the famous writer/
activist, stood her ground when mainstream planners
were plotting to demolish huge swaths of dense tradi-
tional neighborhoods and replace them with hygienic
"towers in the park." Her successful battles to save

Lower Manhattan's neighborhoods, including stopping
Robert Moses's plan for a four-lane highway through
Washington Square Park, are rightly recognized as the
turning point when people started to appreciate dense,

disorderly cities again-at least enough to stop tearing
them down.In line with this more progressive strain of
urbanism came three small but revolutionary New York
Ciry architectural projects in the late '80s and early'90s
demonstrating that cities, too, were part of the environ-
ment and green buildings could actually be a positive
element for that environment.

THE '80S & EARLY '90S: FIRST GREEI{ STEPS
In New York, the'80s began with a short-lived boom
of tax-driven downtown office building development
focused on costs, prepackaged solutions, and glitz. Green
architecture had not yet entered the city or become part
of institutional agendas. This was the period before the
United Nation's watershed Rio Sustainability Confer-
ence in t992,AIAs Committee on the Environment
(COTE), the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC),
and LEED.Imagine, then, the excitement with which
architects Randy Croxton and William McDonough
greeted their respective commissions in the mid- to late
'80s for the design of the New York headquarters of
three leading environmental organizations. All were to
be green renovations that reused historic urban building
stock rather than new gl\tz.

In the earliest of the three, the Environmental Defense
Fund (EDF) offices required that William McDonough
Architects design its space to strict air-quality require-
ments, an element of the commission that McDonough
has credited with pushing him toward his lifelong
investigation into healthy building materials and eventu-
ally leading to the "Cradle to Cradle" building materi-
als rating system. Talking to the NewYorkTimes about
the project after the fact in 1.992,McDonough pointed
out that the architecture team "avoided paints that have

fungicides for shelf life" and "carpet glues with formalde-
hyde," instead tacking down the carpet.

With their design for the National Audubon
Society's Varick Street headquarters,
Croxton and Childs wrote the book on best
practices in green architecture.

The progressive design philosophy appl-ied to the EDF
assignment (completed in 1986) was shared with devel-
oper David Gottfried, who, with lawyer Mike Italiano, was
exploring the possibility of creating an organization that
in 7993 became the USGBC. Notably, McDonough was

among the handful of NYC-based architects to participate
in the AIAs COTE, which had been founded three years

earlier. COTE played a critical role in launching USGBC,
including providing some of its early board members

and offering technical input crucial to the creation of the
LtrED rating system, now used in over L70 countries.

Another NYC architect who was actually a founding
member of COTE was Randy Croxton. His and Kirsten
Childst (Croxton Collaborative) design work for three fl.oors

of the Natural Resources Defense Councilt (NRDC) Lower
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Manhattan offices is cited in Gottfried's 2014 history of the

green building movement, Explosion Green, as monumen-
tally influential (see box on page77) in what later became

LEED.The project, completed in 1988, addressed head-on the

contemporaneous concern that "too much" energ"y efficiency

could lead to "sick buildings" and insufficient fresh air.Their
design accomplished ambitious energy-efficiency objectives

while also ensuring the space had so much additional fresh air

that Gottfried referred to a "gende breeze" coming through
the key spaces. Like McDonough's design principles, Croxton's

lessons were codified into infuential guidelines published

in 1994 by the National Institute of Science and Technol-
ogy.Just as importandy, perhaps, the design also generated

mainstream media coverage, including both a NeusYorkTimes

feature article and a follow-up Times editorial celebrating the

building's proven energy performance ("An Exemplary Office
For Conservationists,"by David Dunlap on April 4,1989,and
"The Editorial Notebook; A Light Diet for Office Light,"by
David C. Anderson on April 2,1990).

Spiral Staircase in National Audubon Society's Varick Street
headquarters; Croxton Colloborative published a book-length case

study detailing the sustainable strategies behind the design in'1994

The third initial catalyst.br green urban architecture also

came from the Croxton Collaborative. With their design for
the National Audubon Societyt Varick Street headquarters,

Croxton and Childs literally wrote the book on best prac-

tices in green architecture. ihe 1994 book-length case study

titled A u du b on H o us e : B ui I d ing t h e E no ir o nm e n ta I $ Re sp o n-
sible Energy Efi.cient Ofi.ce tells the detailed story of the $14
million renovation and recycling of George B. Post's 1890

Romanesque gem. Most importandy from a policy standpoint,

according to the AIAs 199rt Guide to Sustainable Design,

the architects and Audubon demonstrated through detailed

analysis that if "all buildings, followed its example for water

conservation, solid waste mirnagement, and support for mass

transit, then the next sewer module, incinerator,landfill, or
highway project could be avoided."As with earlier work, it also

received substantial press atr:ention, inclu&ng a piece in the

NeuYorkTimes ("Beyond C)rganic Architecture: The Office as

Oasis,"July 26,7992).

LATE '90S, EARLY 20005: GREEil DREAM TEAM
In the late'90s, a dream tearn of incrediblywell-positioned
New York visionaries--developer Doug Durst, architect Fox &
Fowle, and builder DanTishman, encouraged by environmental

gadfly Ashok Gupta of the I\IRDC-made a stardingly gutsy

move.They decided to take trese nascent ideas to scale and

create a green skyscraper righ.t at 4Times Square, the symbolic,

gntq, heart of the nation's largest city.This move nailed it green

building was now big, bold, and brashly urban, and it caught

everyone's attention. (See bo>:on page 80.)

While 4Times Square was under construction, Hilary
Brown, EALA, of the Departrnent of Design and Construction
(DDC), the city's building agency, initiated the greening of
municipal buildings by issuin,g the influennal, Higlt Perforntance

Building Guidelines (1999).Also taking lessons leamed from
4Times Square, Bob Fox guiJed a team of design luminaries

in the development ofgreen lpidelines for NewYork State's

Battery Park City, an entirely new neighborhood.These latter
guidelines helped create a wa\/e of iconic private sector green

buildings, including the first LEED-certified residential high-
rise, the Solaire by C6sar Pelli, completed in 2003. And pursuant

to the DDC guidelines, a series of municipal projects were com-

pleted in the mid-2000s, incltLding Staten Islandt St. George

FerryTerminal-with its signature green roof--designed by
HOK and completed in 2005,and the Qreens Botanical Gar-
den, designed by BKSK and completed in 2007.

Already in 2005, these public and privately commis-
sioned designs had been so iuccessful in demonstrating the
benefits of green building ttrat the city passed its first major
green building ordinance, Lccal Law 86, which required
most New York City government projects to meet LEED
standards and reduce energ)'and water consumption. In
just L5 years, sustainable design in New York City had leapt

-B
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FOX & FOWLE
coNDE NAST BUtLDtNG (1996-1999)
4 TIMES SOUARE

The former Cond6 Nast Building, now known as 4 Times
Square, was recognized even as it was being designed
as a pioneering green skyscraper. Gas-fired absorption
chillers and a high-performing insulating and shading
curtain wall dramatically limited the need to heat or cool
the building during much of the year. At the same time,
the air-delivery system with high-elevation outside air
intakes provided 50% more fresh air than was required
by New York City Building Code. Green features also
include high-performance windows; separate disposal
chutes for recyclable materials; occupancy sensors; vari-
able speed drive pumps; photovoltaic panels embedded
in the upper walls of the building and two 2OO kW natu-
ral gas-powered phosphoric acid fuel cells that provide
about lOo/o of the building's electricity; lOO% outside
air purge system; a floor-by-floor air-handling system;
nontoxic and biodegradable materials; and sustain-
ably harvested wood. The innovative rooftop structure
known as "hat trusses" strengthen the building by tying
together the vertical structural members, which reduces
the tonnage of structural steel needed. As with the
NRDC project, the client, the Durst Organization, was
fearless in investing in a post-occupancy analysis of the
building's performance so it could learn from mistakes
as well as successes.
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from a handful of artisanal renovations to strict require-
ments that affected every single large municipal project.

Soon it would go citywide. By the 2000s, the city was

growing rapidly and expecting a million rnore rcsidents
by 2030. How could they be accommodated while still
maintaining quality of life in an akeady crowded city
whose infrastructure shows signs of strain? Sustain-
able building design appeared to answer this question,
and in 2006,under Mayor Michael Bloomberg, the city
launched a major planning effort involving key players

from many of the projects discussed above. The result,
the widely emulated PlaNYC, had 10 overarching goals,
including access to parks, clean air, and a 30o/o reduction
in citywide carbon emissions by 2030.

A key insight behind PIaNYC was the extent to which
buildings dominate New York's environmental footprint,
with buildings being responsible for fully three-quarters
of citywide carbon emissions. Consequently, PIaNYC
included initiatives aimed at greening the city's build-
ing codes and regulations and phasing out dirty residual
heating oil, which has resulted in the city having its
cleanest air in well over a decade. PIaNYC's signature
green building initiative, the Greener, Greater Buildings
Plan, comprehensively addresses energy use in the large

TOP: Fox & Fowle's 4 Times Square for Cond6 Nast, completed in
1999 for the Durst Organization, was a pioneering example of green

building strategies. ABOVE: BKSK Architects's Queens Botanical
Garden, completed in 2OO7.

;
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THIRTY SHORT YEARS FROM THE R[ilSlTATIOil OF O]TT OTFICE
TO GREEI.II}IG EVERY MAJON CITY IN THE WOALD

Croxton Collaborative
Audubon offices

NYC Mayor Michael
Bloomberg becomes
chair of the C4O

William
McDonough
Architects
Environmental
Defense Fund
off ices

Fox & Fowle
Architects, Durst
Organization,
Tishman
Construction
4 Times Square

Hilary Brown, FAIA,
NYC DDC
High Performance
Building Guidelines

Pelli Clark Pelli
,Architects
The Solaire: first
LEED-certified
residential high-rise

BKSK Architects
Queens Botanical
Garden: LEED
platinum city
government building

NYC Mayor's Office
PIaNYC: first
sustainable plan for
New York City

Led by
former Mayor
Bloomberg,
United Nations
Special Envoy
on Cities and
Climate Change,
every major city
in the world
commits to the
Paris Climate
Summit

1986 1988 t993 1997 1999 2002 2003 2005 2007 2009 2010 2015

I HoK

Office
Greener, Greater Buildings Plan:

comprehensive energy-eff iciency
laws

N.Y. City Council
Local Law 86 of 2OO5,

requiring that new city
government buildings
be LEED and20%
better than code

de Blasio has committed to achieving even deeper carbon

reductions than his predecessors (8070 carbon emissions

reductions by 2050). However, performance on this commit-
ment will take more than political will-it will take techni-

cal sophistication and innovation. The city has mandated

that its own new buildings become laboratories ofjust
this kind of innovation, and the NewYork State Energy

Research Development Authority is launching a competi-

tion for hyperefficient new multifamily buildings, which
should further broaden the knowledge base. The hardest

part remains motivating private sector owners to exploit the

carbon reductions inherent in most of their-still highly
inefficient-existing buildings. Benchmarking and audit

data collected pursuant to the PIaNYC mandates is helping

to rationally prioritize action. But, disappointingly, it is not
proving a significant source of motivation for owners of ex-

isting buildings to undertake retrofits they continue to deem

costly or simply irrelevant to their basic business models.

In the end, however, New York's path toward deep carbon

reductions will not just be top-down or regulatory in nature.

Nor will it come just from improved technologies and edu-

cation. We will need more pioneering clients and architects

like those of 30 years ago, whose individual project blue-

prints ultimately became blueprints for a better city. r

r i aka urban Green
Founding of NYC

chapter of the U.S.

Green Building
Council

St. George Ferry
Terminal, LEED-
certified and green

roof
Collaborative
National
Resources
Defense Council
off ices

CoTE
NYC Chapter of AIA
Committee on the
Environment

The hardest part remains motivating
private sector owners to exploit the
carbon reductions inherent in most
of their-still highly inefficient-
existing buildings.

buildings that comprise half the city's square footage by

requiring benchmarking, audits, and submeters-provid-
ing building owners with the information they need to
improve their buildings and manage them efficiently.

KEEPING THE MOMENTUM ALIVE
After PIaNYC was rolled out,Mayor Bloombergbegan to play

a leadership role in the nascent low-carbon city movement,

most recendy serving as the UN's Special Envoy for Cities and

Climate Change. By the time of the watershed Paris climate

summit in2075,1ess than 30 years after the first green office

renovation, NewYork City and its key design and poliry prec-

edents had been instrumental in scaling green building globally.

Continuing recognition of the importance of environ-
mental objectives is not a problem in New York. Mayor Bill
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Architectural Copper Surfaces and Alloys
Copper is a constantly evolving, natural and durable material withan ndefinite design'life. lt is ful y recyc rble, safe to use, non-combustib e and
requires no r.aintenance. Nordic Copper is an impressive portfolio of surfaces and alloys for architecture, inc u I ing Nordic Brown pre oxidised copper.
The Nordic Blue, Nordlc Green and Nordic Turquoise pre-pat fated ranges share propertles and colours bas(d on the same brochan|te mineralogy
found in natura patlnas- Alongside traditional Nordic Bronze and No.dlc Brass alloys,the inIovative Nordic floya retalns its rich golden colour over
time. Nordic Copper olTers limitless possibi ities for innovative contemporary architectural and nterior desigr. Dlscover Nordic Copper now.
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We do have a tooth for apocalypse. Disasters from AIDS to 9/11 to Sandy build zL consciousness ofboth ex-
ceptionalism and solidarity: our sensibility as New Yorkers is forged in a righteous cycle ofbeleaguerment and
resistance. Itt not that we alwals elgect the worst, but we do need regular doses of it to coooborate our sens.
of self Here in the greatest city on Earth, these periodic nightmares certify our resfience, sense oftolerance,
and understanding for those much worse of-including those just a few blocks arvay beyond the happy pale of
ge_ntrifi9atio.n. We revel in dysfunction-a deeply New Yorkish autoschadenfreude-and' th. decrepltuie of th.
subway has long been an especially rich lode for our mutuat gripes. A utility shared by almost all, itt a summary
monum€nt to Political ineptitude and our fragile reliance on a technology largely rnastered in the 19th century
(and still maintained to that standard). The fact that a mile of subway conrt-.ut" here costs billions more than
anyPlace else in the world, combined with the spectacle of China building thousar.ds of shiny lines oftransit in
the time it takes us to extend the No. 7 a single stop, makes the drama ofour civic incompetince appear ab-
surdist. Stgnied.

Ifwe ve managed to deal with the psychical blows of our disasters with relatil,e apl :mb, we shouldnt deceive our-
selves that we'll find the collecthc wherewithal to effeaively respond to the global irLvironmental peril harbingered
by the dire but comparatively miniature crises we've confronted in recent decades-tris aint Damascus. B.rt tii.rgs
are bad: hundreds of thousands lilr in public housing without heat and with decades-long inattention to a mon-
strous checHist of "deferred" maintenance. Buses move at a pace that would be laughrble io a snail. We pile our
waste in a fetid Alps on tbe sidcualk! Disguised behind that anodl,ne brand "afordabilig/, are degrees ofmisery that
mark a gap as profound as that between Dubai and Dharavi. Sure, those ofus with,Arner< can Uber to Brooklyn to
scarfartisanal, fair-trade, ftee-range, gluten-fue microgreens (plucked mere minutes before from Prospect Parkl) in
breathtakingly original preparations by the chef-du-jour and plated with the artisry ,rfMatisse. Too ofter, how-
ever, v/e content ourselves with thinking that the answer to depletion is always consu:nption.

Too often we content ourselves with thinking that the answer to
depletion is always consumption.

, 
Climate change and other forms ofenvironmental degradation are an equalizing threat to all Earthlings, el,en

if the air hereabouts is a litde less immediately toxic than the lethal brew in Delhi or Beiling. But the criiis is
radically global, the waters are rising everywhere, the weather is universally crazy (lately we seem to get all four
seasons everyweeD, the crops fail, the melanomas spread, and the refugees trekto the far corners oflnhospital-
ity. In The Donald's America, the true insanity of denial from the top is not simply :rn affront to rationality, but a
choking of the funds, energy, and arguments imperatively required ifwe are not simply to protect ourselves tem-
porarily from this antfuopogenic horror show, but to bend the arc ofchange towardi repair. As the seas t}reaten
the city, Trump builds a dike in the desert.

Itt easy_to demonize the aggressive ignoramuses in D.C., but the cityt own eff<rrts are aiso coming up both
misguided and short. Construction in food zones is unabated and unadapted. Thc sewers are inextrilab-ly
entangled,. Percolating swales and other systems of soft management are wise in c,tngsp1, !u1 6rnamental in
extent: a few model blocks merely "good" signi$; intentions, not right-scaled solutions. The planning default
of mindlessly adding density-promoted by profit-fixated absolutists masqueradirrg as environmentalists-is
likely to exacerbate our problems, not redress them. Even the biggest tickei item--ihat handsome U-shaped
barrier around Lower Manhattan-is a fortress for the one percent, a palisade for Wall Street that is likeiy
to intensi$, fooding in Brooklyn and inundate the city beyond the points where ir; stops on the Lower East
Side and at the Tiibeca border. It awaits the infusion of further funds from the fec.s to complete itself to the
Point it actually works-not likely a high priority for Environmental Protection Agency Chief Scott Pruitt.
The thing will surcly look good,b'tt the unprotected masses can only dream ofbeir[ left high and dry.

Forget NOAA. Wheret Noah? r
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IN PRINT

REVIEWS

Greater Gotham: A History
of New York City from 1898
to 1919, by Mike Wallace.
Oxford University Press, 2017.
'l,l82 pp., $45.

Much of the city New Yorkers are

familiar with arrived very sud-

denly. The years from 1B9B to

1,91,9, following the end of World
War I, was the period when New
York catapulted from being the

United States's national city to
becoming the world's preeminent
global city and the capital of
modernity and the 20th century.

Greater Gotham is the story of how

this happened.

Greater Gotham is the sequel to

historian Mike Wallace's Gotham,

the Pulitzer Prize-winning tome

published in 2000, which covered

the 375 years from Yerrazzano's

sojourn in New York Harbor to
the 1899 consolidation that offi-
cially joined the five boroughs and

affirmed New York as our lead-

ing metropolis. This is where the

current book picks up, with five

interrelated themes propelling
the narrative:
. The consolidation made New York

the capital of business, finance,

commerce, law, accounting,

architecture, engineering, the arts,

entertainment, popular culture,

publishing, and political thought,

as well as a primary voice in the

nation's public agenda.
. New York's dramatic popula-

tion growth (1.5L miliion in
1890 to 5.62 million in L920),

including the vast growth of its
immigrant population (600,000

to 2.2 million), drove the city's

vitality and physical expan-

sion. Its growth also endowed

us with a tension between the

corporate and financial elites

and everyone else, a drumbeat of
urban life ever since.

. Through visionary leadership,

public largesse, and the public
philanthropy of the very elites

who were frequently vilified, the

city began to take the shape and

form we are familiar with today.
. The infrastructure systems that

bound the city together, sustained

it, and connected it to the rest of
the country (transit, rail, bridges,

roads, port facilities, water, sewer-

age, power) took modern form.

This process continued through the

1,920s and intermittently since then.
. New York's growth in power and

preeminence was a response to the

nation's foreign affairs, a phe-

nomenon that has endured since

the city's founding. During this

period our imperial adventures and

participation in WWI dramatically

stimulated the city's growth.
The list of achievements dur-

ing the 2\-year period covered by

Greater Gotham is staggering. Penn

Station and Grand Central were

built and became regional transit
hubs. The first element of the vast

722-mrle subway system, the IRT

from City Hali to Grand Central
to Times Square to 145th Street,

went into operation. The new East

River crossings-the Manh attan,
Williamsburg, and Qreensborough
bridges-opened Qreens, Brooklyn,
and Nassau and Suffolk counties to

major population expansions.

New York's zoning ordinance,

imposing structured land-use

controls, was enacted in 1916. The

Woolworth Building, the Met Life
Tower, the New York Times Build-
ing, and countless other commer-
cial office buildings were built as

Midtown and Downtown took on

their modern vertical forms. Times

Square and the Theater District
solidified, with many theater addi-
tions, like the Lyceum, Shubert,

Booth, and the New Amsterdam.
Major Midtown department stores

-Macy's, 
Lord &Taylor, Henri

Bendel-emerged. Major new

university campuses, such as City
College and Columbia, sprung

up on cheap land uptown. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the

Brooklyn Museum, and the Brook-
lyn Academy of Music created new

institutional homes or expanded

them. The beat goes on and on.

Wallace's story of New York's

spring forward is wide-ranging and

highly detailed. (The book is also

long and heary, weighing 5-plus

pounds.) He has written a politi-
cal, economic, social, and cultural
history of the era when the modern

city was formed. Settle in for a

deeply engaging visit to our not-so-
distant past.

Built: The Hidden Stories
Behind Our Structures,
by Roma Agrawal. Bloomsbury,
2018.3OO pp., $25.

Built is part primer on structural

design and material science, part
adventure story/case study explor-
ing innovative structures, and part
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emPowerment tale for young women
in engineering. Agrawal's roadmap
starts with a discussion of forces
(compression, tension, bending,
wind) and how they operate on
structures; continues to materials;
and leads to foundations, elevators
(every 72 hours the equivalent of
the world's population travels in an

elevator-who knew!), and the array
of what the author regards as the
hidden systems of structures.

The core of the book is made up
of the extensive case studies where
innovative approaches were employed
to solve functional and structural prob-
lems. Many of the cases are interesting
and informative (e.g., the Pantheon

and Brunelleschi's Duomo found solu-
tions to the challenges of the dome),
but three are particularly engaging

and revealing. One involved the work
to arrest the differential settlement
of the Central Cathedral of Mexico
City, a city built on a filled-in lake.

The project is a both alab,where soil
mechanics and structural integrity are

continuously monitored, and an active
house of worship. Another case study,

the Thames Tideway Tunnel-which
supplemented, extended, and updated

Joseph B azalgatte's Victorian - era

London sewer system-illuminates a

complex, intertwined set of projects
in a dense urban area,and showcases

how infrastructure is directly related
to public health. The third study
focuses on bridge design, beginning
with EmilyWarren Roebling and her
pivotal role in realizing the Brooklyn
Bridge, and leading to stories of five
other innovative bridges, including the
Old London Bridge.

Editing could have been tighter,
particularly related to tone. An
occasional acknowledgment that
architects are active collaborators
with engineers might have added a

note of realism to the presentation.
Nevertheless, Agrawal's book is an

intere sting and frequently enlighten-
ing e>:ploration of structural engi-
neering we could all benefit from.

Stanley Stark, F)41A, is tlte book critic
y'r Or:ulus.
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AT THE CENTER

\ON VIEW
Center for Architecture
536 LaGuardia Place

Designing Waste: Strategies for a Zeto Waste City
Through September l

In2017,the Center for Architecture launched Zero Waste Design

Guidelines,an initiative that will help NewYork Ciry achieve its goal

of sending zero waste to landfills by 2030.The new exhibition "De-

signing for Waste," curated by Andrew Blum, picks up this thread

and explores how architects, designers, and building professionals

can contribute to the effort. It focuses on a particular segment of the

waste stream: the brief period between when we discard something

and when it rolls away on the back of a truck.This exhibition is sup-

ported by the Rockefeller Foundation.

Upcoming Exhibitions
A Call to Act(ivism): Echoing Whitney Young, 50
Years Later
July ]O-September 15, 2O18

The Fourth Regional Plan
July 26, 2Ol8-October 31, 2O18

Designing

Wastet
Strategies for a

Tero Waste City
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AIA New York gratefully
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NEW YORK CtTy (STEADY) STATE, TERREFORM'S

ongoing research project, is a comprehensive investigation into

urban self-sufficiency. While centered on New York, it is intended

to raise issues and propose solutions for cities around the world

that seek to take radical measures to secure their respiration and

autonomy and to achieve a more sustainably democratic pol-

volume, Flome Grown, is a design

proposal and collection of essays that

interrogates the limit and logic of
self-sufficiency in the realm of urban

food systems. terreform. info

Founded in 2005, Tbrreforrn is a nonlrofit urban research and design center that
operates as a friend of the court," autboring alternatiaes tbat seek to raise expecta-

tions, enbance debate, and cballenge conventional a,sisdorn. In 2016, Terrefornt
launcbed its ?ublishing imprint, UR (Urban Research). UR is a rnediun-rfor dis-
serninating Terrefornt\ work and a support structurefor designers and researchers

asbo sltare the project of a ?rogressi,ue and liberated urbanisrn. URpub.org

UR (Urban Research),
the imprint of Terreform,

publishes progressive
books about cities
and their futures.

terreform
center for advancerl urhan research

urpub.org
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OCULUS BOOK
TALK

AT THE CENTER

The New Landscape Declaration
With Kate Orff, Gina Ford, Ken Smith, and Gayle Berens

Ken Smith, Gina Ford, Kate Orff,

and Gayle Berens discuss The New
Landscape Declaration during May's

Oculus Book Talk.
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On the 50th anniversary of landscape architect and plan-
ner Ian McHarg's 1.966 "Declaration of Concern," the
Landscape Architecture Foundation convened acclaimed

practitioners to ask what the discipline should achieve in
the future. These proposals and reflections were captured
in The Neza Landscape Declaration; A Call to Action for the

Twenty-First Century (Rare Bird Books, November 2077).

On May 14, a distinguished group of landscape architects
talked about the contributions that they and others made

to the book in a panel discussion moderated by Gayle Be-
rens, a senior advisor for the Urban Innovation Nerwork.
The speakers included Kate Orff, ASLA, founder and

principal, SCAPE, 201.7 MacArthur Fellow; Gina Ford,
PLA, FASLA, principal and co-founder, Agency Land-
scape + Planning; and Ken Smith, ASLA, principal, Ken

Smith Workshop.The event was organizedby the Oculus
Committee, with special thanks to committee member Iva
Kravitz,Assoc. AIA.
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TIMELINE CREDITS

lmages for editorial use are drawn from
Wikimedia Commons and Creative
Commons; additional credits include:
Shake Shack/Beyond My Ken, The
Strokes/Roger Woolman, The lnterpol,/
Derzsi Elekes Andor, Dave Chapelle/
Stilness, MGMT/Bertrand from Paris,
France, Justin Davidson/GSAPPstudent.
Additional sources include images
from FB Media Gallery: Menlo Park
Headquarters Sign courtesy of Facebook
Media Gallery and following Flickr users:
Yeah Yeah Yeahs Onstage/M@Ck, Yeah
Yeah Yeahs Karen O/Sorrell Schneider,
Taylor Swift Onstage/Makaiyla Willis,
Napster Sticker/ Paul Sableman, Michael
Jackson Shrine/ Jeremy Hunsing. ln

making the timelines, copyright holders
could not be identified for a small number
of images. ln these cases, we have
assumed that these images belong to the
public domain. lf you claim ownership
of any of the images presented here
and have not been properly identified,
please notify Oculus, and we will formally
acknowledge credit in a future edition of
the magazine.
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15 YEARS AT
THE CENTER

LAST WORD

The year 2018 is a year of significant
anniversaries at AIA New York. We
are excited to host 418, the AIA
Conference on Architecture, return-
ing to New York for the first time in
30 years. Another important mile-
stone: our Center for Architecture
celebrates its 15th year this fall.

The first Center opened by an

AIA chapter, this bold move signi-
fied a serious commitment to public
outreach. It created a space where

not only architects could meet, but
New Yorkers and visitors alike could

gather to learn and talk about archi-
tecture. Though the first of its kind
for the AIA, the Center builds on a

legacy of other important architectur-
ally focused venues. Many can still
remember NewYork's Urban Center,
with gallery and lecture spaces shared

by a range of civic minded not-for-
profits, and a wonderful bookstore

that is missed dearly. Further afield,
venues like the Canadian Center
for Architecture in Montreal, the
Royal Institute of British Architects's
iconic Portland Place building in
London, and the French Institute of
Architects's original Left Bank home
in Paris have provided important
precedents for the various ways that
architects and the general public can

learn about the art of architecture, ad-
vocate for public policies, and inspire
a collective belief that through design

we can improve and protect our envi-
ronments, built and natural.

So many visionary and dedicated

people took a leap of faith to imagine

the Center for Architecture and make

it possible.I am indebted to AIANY's
visionary past presidents, board, and

Premises tskforce members who rallied
the funds, energy, and imagination to
establish the Center; to my predecessor

Rick Bell for his leadership in open-

ing the place and making it relevant

and successfi.rl for over a decade; and to
Andrew Berman, EAIA, the architect

who designed the Center, and whom we

rely on to improve and refine it as our
spatial needs evolve.I'm also indebted

to the currendy engaged and tireless

boards of the Center for Architecture
and AIANY,who boldly collaborated on

a joint strategic plan last year, helping us

imagine our next L5-plus years.

Looking forward,I am dedicated to
continuing this legary and making the

Center the most compelling place to
experience architecture. We will contin-
ue to pack our lecture hall with ararlge
of public programs, work with leading

researchers and ctrators to create rel-
evant exhibits, and teach close to 10,000

children about the importance of design.

This summer we present the exhibit,
"Designing Waste: Strategies for a Zero
Waste Cityr" the fruit of extensive study

looking at how design can help achieve

NYC's goal of sending zero waste to
landfills by 2030 (see the guidelines

Lt zerowastedesign.org). W. are also

pleased to present the city's Fourth
Regional Plan through an exhibit and

programs, helping us envision innova-
tive schemes for NewYorlis metro-

politan area.In the fall we will open the

exhibit, "Close to the Edge: The Birth of
Hip-Hop Architecture," looking at an

emerging range of spaces, buildings, and

environments that embody the creative

energy evident in hip-hop's iconic cul-
tural products, such as deejaying, emcee-

ing, breakdancing, and graffiti. Another
exhibit planned to raise our awareness

of pressing diversity issues in architec-
ture is'A Call to Act(ivism): Echoing

Whitney Young, 50 Years Latet"
During the summer and fall, our

K-t2 educational programs will invite

children to the Center and visit schools

throughout the five boroughs through
our in-school residency program,Learn-
ing by Design. Via these programs, kids

will learn about a range of architectural

concepts, including the basic structural

principles that support a dome, types of
bridge design, and recognizing differ-
ent architectural elements in historic
neighborhoods.

Finally,join us this fall in Archtober
for our monthlong festival of architec-

ture, featuring Building-of-the-Dry
tours and a broad scope of events

hosted by over 70 partners. As it was

in October 2003 when the Center for
Architecture opened its doors,we will
be rolling out many activities for our
community to help us celebrate our 15-

year anniversary!
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BENJAMIN PROSKY, ASSOC. AIA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER I CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE
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